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/nternational Policy 
Coordination: Can We Have 
Our Cake and Eat It Too? 
Marco Espinosa and 
Chong K. Yip 

Along with the increasing development of international goods and 
capital markets, countries have shown growing interest in crafting 
joint macroeconomic policies. This article examines some of these 
policy coordination efforts, particularly those the authors classify as 
"incomplete," which involve countries agreeing to use policies to 
achieve some common objective but do not require relinquishing all 
autonomy to a central authority in the design of macropolicies. 

The authors also review some of the theoretical research on the 
subject, which suggests that economies linked by capital and service 
markets—open economies—generate externalities for each other. 
Countries choosing policies independently cannot fully incorporate 
into their decision-making processes the effects of their choices on 
the world community. According to the literature reviewed, only full 
coordination of macropolicies results in the internalization of policy 
effects and leads to improved welfare worldwide. 

The authors emphasize that currently, however, most coordina-
tion efforts are incomplete. At the same time, only full coordination 
is able to eliminate the transmission of negative externalities, and 
decisionmakers are therefore tempted to try to reconcile mutually 
exclusive policy approaches. 

J ^ inflat ion and the 
Yield Curve 
Peter A. Abken 

The determinants of interest rates across the spectrum of bond 
maturities are of keen interest to borrowers and lenders as well as to 
economists. The inflation forecasts implicit in interest rates carry 
strong credibility with most market observers because interest rates 
in part represent bets backed by wealth rather than casual forecasts 
with little at stake. The trouble is that interest rates are influenced 
by more than just market expectations of inflation; other factors 
cloud the inflation signal perceived in the term structure or relation-
ship between interest rates of various maturities. 

Despite the complexity of interest rates, people who want to 
gauge inflation expectations turn to the yield curve. This article dis-
cusses key research studying the information on inflation contained 
in the nominal term structure of interest rates. The current evidence 
suggests that the yield curve does indeed give useful forecasts of in-
flation, especially at longer-term horizons, but much still needs to 
be learned about the various factors that influence nominal rates. 
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FYI— Consumer Prices: 
Examining Housing 
Rental Components 
R. Mark Rogers, Steven W. 
Henderson, and Daniel H. 
Ginsburg 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is one of the most closely fol-
lowed indicators of conditions in the U.S. economy. Recently, how-
ever, questions were raised about the validity of several rental 
components in the CPI. For the 1990-91 recession and subsequent 
recovery, these components were stronger than expected, seemingly 
out of line with other CPI housing components. Because the rental 
components make up more than one-fourth of the CPI, the concern 
over their accuracy is legitimate. 

This article analyzes how well the CPI rental components re-
flected actual conditions from 1990 to 1992 and examines the 
sources of apparent divergence. The authors conclude that after tak-
ing into account appropriate lag times, the CPI for the residential 
rent component was correlated strongly with housing prices and 
multifamily vacancy rates over the same period. Owners' equivalent 
rent was at best weakly correlated with these variables, but analysis 
of the index's methodology suggests that one should not expect 
such relationships to be tight. For the hotel/motel component, 
changes in methodology can account for the apparent discrepancy 
with overall prices for hotels during the 1989-91 period. 

i teview Essay—Capital Ideas: 
The Improbable Origins of 
Modern Wall Street 
by Peter L. Bernstein 
Thomas J. Cunningham 

Bernstein's personalized, often anecdotal history of finance dur-
ing the past thirty years reflects his experience with both the theoret-
ical and applied sides of finance theory. In this essay, the reviewer, 
who finds Bernstein's book entertaining and informative if slightly 
broad for the academic and finance professionals who will be drawn 
to it, sketches this era of "spectacular transformation" in finance 
theory and practice. 
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ecent events in European financial markets—in particular, Britain's 
and Italy's (at least temporary) departure from the exchange rate 
mechanism of the European monetary system, the French and 
Danish referendum votes on European union, as well as the em-
phasis on coordination stressed at the recent G-7 meetings—have 

generated a wave of headlines and have focused attention on the various 
ways in which macroeconomic policies are coordinated internationally. 
When a country's economy has no links with other economies—when an 
economy is "closed"—the fiscal or monetary policy behavior of other coun-
tries is irrelevant. However, when economies are linked by capital and ser-
vices markets—that is, are "open"—policy decisions at home may have an 
impact abroad and vice versa. As the world is becoming increasingly inte-
grated in trade and financial markets, economic events in one country in-
evitably have a bigger impact on other countries. Under global capital markets, 
for example, most countries have access to the same pool of world savings, 
and individual governments' borrowing and lending activities affect interest 
rates—and consequently, economic activity—worldwide. For this reason, 
the U.S. government budget deficit has been broadly blamed for the high 
worldwide interest rates that characterized the 1980s, and the "high" interest 
rates set by Germany's Bundesbank and the recent "caution" of the Bank of 
Japan have recently been held responsible for retarding economic growth in 
Europe, and perhaps worldwide. 

As the development of international goods and capital markets has pro-
gressed to a degree unseen during the 1960s or 1970s, countries have shown 
increasing interest in crafting and adopting joint macropolicies or partici-
pating in international coordination efforts—at least implicitly as a means 
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of ameliorating the transmission of negative policy-
spillover effects—and a significant body of research 
has focused on designing models to analyze the im-
pacts of such efforts. Perhaps the first question to be 
addressed is that of why countries do not simply move 
toward a world consisting exclusively of closed econ-
omies that would not be susceptible to the negative ef-
fects that might be t ransmit ted across countr ies . 
Implicit in international coordination efforts is the no-
tion that the positive effects of market integration out-
weigh its potential negative effects across countries 
and that most of the potentially undesirable effects can 
in fact be eliminated or at least drastically reduced 
with the right coordination scheme. Although, as the 
discussion makes clear later, there is no such thing as 
the "right" coordination scheme, the point of departure 
for discussion is the assumption that integration is 
worth pursuing. 

A number of theoretical perspectives, each with its 
own policy implications, have found favor with poli-
cymakers over time. The purpose of this article is to 
examine some of the various macroeconomic policy ef-
forts, particularly for the ways in which they attempt 
to minimize the intercountry transmission of negative 
spillover effects of policy decisions. The discussion al-
so considers some of the theoretical research on this 
subject. 

i?ecent Coordination Efforts 

Efforts to coordinate macroeconomic policies are 
not new. For example, during the Bretton Woods era 
(1944-73), a degree of policy coordination was em-
bodied in the system of fixed exchange rates against 
the U.S. dollar, which was then tied to gold. In the be-
ginning the Bretton Woods agreement allowed curren-
cy exchange rates of member countries to vary 1 percent 
against the U.S. dollar, which in turn was pegged to 
gold at a fixed rate—$35 per ounce. By agreeing to fix 
exchange rates, the monetary authorities involved 
committed their countries, unconditionally, to trade 
foreign and domestic currencies at certain exchange 
rates in the foreign exchange market and thus to modi-
fy their domestic money supplies to achieve these 
rates. Partly because the agreement restricted to some 
degree the monetary policies of the forty-four coun-
tries participating, the Bretton Woods system broke 
down in the early 1970s. 

Efforts to coordinate policies have continued, how-
ever. A more recent example of exchange rate coordi-

nation is the Plaza Accord of 1985, established be-
tween the G-5 countries (the group of five leading in-
dustrial countries—France, Japan, the United States, 
the United Kingdom, and West Germany). Through the 
early 1980s, the dollar had appreciated steadily against 
major currencies, and by December 1984 the dollar 
exchange rates against the German mark and Japanese 
yen were 3.1 and 247.96, respectively. Along with the 
strong dollar came large U.S. trade deficits as Ameri-
cans imported more and exported less. Policymakers 
viewed these developments as alarming and in need of 
reversal. The Plaza Accord provided multilateral sup-
port for reducing the foreign exchange value of the 
dollar, with the purpose of further reducing the U.S. 
current account deficit.1 

Policy Coordination in Europe. Because half of 
European trade occurs between European countries, 
reducing exchange rate volatility has been a major 
consideration in coordination efforts. The assumption 
has been that high volatility of exchange rates makes it 
hard to predict the terms of trade (the relative prices of 
imports over exports), with consequent costly efficien-
cy losses.2 Some of the first attempts at coordinating 
exchange rates in Europe date back to the Joint Float 
agreement of 1972. This agreement called for its mem-
bers to hold their currencies' bilateral exchange rates 
to a 2.5 percent variation. Although the origins of the 
EMS proposal can be traced to the 1957 Treaty of 
Rome, which founded the European Community, the 
Joint Float Agreement provided the working founda-
tions of the European Monetary System (EMS) as it 
originated in 1979. 

Since 1979, EMS exchange rate coordination ef-
forts have been overseen by the exchange rate mecha-
nism (ERM). The ERM calls for the exchange rates in 
each member country to vary no more than 2.25 per-
cent from its bilateral central rate. To achieve this 
goal, central banks are willing to intervene in the ex-
change rate market buying and selling their curren-
cies.3 

Coordination efforts such as those discussed above 
can be classified as "incomplete," in the sense that the 
countries involved in these efforts agree to use their 
macroeconomic policies to achieve a common objec-
tive—a fixed exchange rate or an exchange rate band. 
If the goal is achieved, the member countries may real-
ize efficiency gains as a result of the reduced exchange 
rate volatility and increased volume of trade. However, 
other than taking actions necessary to achieve the ex-
change rate objective, the participating countries are 
free to use their macroeconomic policies as they see 
fit. Clearly, countries involved in such exchange rate 
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coordination efforts do not relinquish to a central au-
thority all autonomy in macropolicy decisions. At the 
same time—and in feet because countries retain con-
siderable autonomy—these coordination arrangements 
do not eliminate negative spillovers across countries. 
Some countries have therefore pursued more compre-
hensive coordination commitments that would ame-
liorate the transmission of negative macroeconomic 
policy spillovers. As evidence of this trend, the stated 
goals of the EMS have evolved into an economic con-
vergence of its members as a means of eventually 
achieving monetary union, and the ERM is seen as an 
intermediate step in that direction. Unlike the coordi-
nation efforts discussed earlier, this proposed union 
supposedly would have an independent European Cen-
tral Bank (ECB) and an associated European System 
of Central Banks (ESCB) overseeing implementa-
tion of the common monetary policy. Article 7 of the 
Maastricht Treaty protocol (1992), for example, states 
that "neither the ECB nor a national Central Bank, nor 
any member of their decision-making bodies shall 
seek nor take instructions from EC institutions or 
member governments." In fact, member governments 
would relinquish their autonomy in setting monetary 
policy to the independent ECB and ESCB. This type 
of coordination is referred to here as "complete." 

The Maastricht Treaty, however, does not stop at the 
prospect of a unified monetary policy with a single cur-
rency. Some of the stated goals of the economic com-
munity allude to a "deeper integration into a virtual 
federal Europe." Such statements have inspired several 
studies that try to establish a parallel between the envi-
sioned European economic union and the United States' 
complete de facto coordination agreement among its 
member states (see, for example, Paul Van Rompuy, 
Filip Abraham, and Dirk Heremans 1991). As envi-
sioned by these authors, EMU members would func-
tion much like states of the United States, not only 
giving up sovereignty over seignorage (revenue raised 
by printing money) as a means to finance government 
deficits but allowing for complete mobility of all re-
sources across member countries and the creation of a 
supernational government actively involved in all as-
pects of the community's economy, with individual 
country governments playing a subsidiary role. As 
Ralph C. Bryant has commented, such federalism is-
sues are "well beyond the domains of 'coordination'" 
(1993). This discussion concentrates instead on issues 
related to coordination as Bryant has defined them: 
"Coordination goes further than mutual recognition in 
focusing on cross-border spillovers and 'arbitrage 
pressures ' eroding the differences among national 

economies and policies. And coordination is more am-
bitious in promoting intergovernmental cooperation to 
deal with them. Coordination involves jointly designed 
mutual adjustments of national policies (commitments 
about time paths of policy instruments, not merely as-
pirations about time paths . . .)" (1993, 11). 

As will be discussed in more detail later, only com-
plete coordination agreements effectively eliminate the 
transmission of policy effects across countries, but 
they hinge on a country's relinquishment of autonomy 
in choosing policy. The distinction between complete 
and incomplete coordination is a crucial one because 
some policymakers and analysts often express the be-
lief that countries can reap the benefits of a complete 
coordination arrangement while committing only to 
incomplete coordination—that it is possible to have 
one's cake and eat it too.4 

This trade-off between the loss of policy autonomy 
and gains from eliminating negative spillovers may 
help explain why a complete coordination effort among 
countries seems so elusive and may ultimately be im-
possible to attain. In fact, the European "currency cri-
sis" of September 1992 is a reminder of other failed 
coordination efforts and of the apparent fragility that 
surrounds the process. However, the emergence of a 
two-tier approach to coordination in Europe, with 
some countries firmly committed to EMU while others 
lag, illustrates the belief that coordination of macro-
policies is considered beneficial and should not be 
abandoned.5 

An Economic Modeling Perspective 

To help understand the benefits and possible costs of 
policy coordination, economists have developed coor-
dination models. While they are in general too simple 
to capture fully the complex features of coordination, 
these models shed valuable light on some of the major 
issues that may inhibit joint policy schemes. 

Externalities. The "invisible-hand" principle of 
Adam Smith, familiar to any beginning economics stu-
dent, states that the best way to promote social well-
being is to allow everyone to pursue his or her own 
interest. It is also well known, however, that the princi-
ple may fail under the presence of what economists 
call "externalities." The most often cited example of 
negative externalities is that of a plant discharging pol-
luted water into a river that is a town's only water 
source. Clearly, the sole pursuit of what the plant con-
siders in its own best interest does not promote the 
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welfare of the whole society; there are quite different 
private and social costs at stake. 

In general in such situations, certain policies may 
restore efficiency by creating appropriate incentives for 
firms or other economic actors to achieve, on balance, 
what is best for the society as a whole. For example, in 
the case involving water pollution a pollution-control 
policy could be established: having to pay a fee every 
time waste is dumped would help polluters realize 
that natural resources they use are not "free." The idea 
is that they would then "internalize" this cost in their 
decision-making process and have incentives to look 
for alternatives to dumping, such as investing in cleaner 
technologies. Such a policy can be achieved, however, 
only if there is a central authority to enforce it. 

It may be helpful to think of individual countries as 
analogous to the residents of the town affected by wa-
ter pollution. To avoid negative spillovers across coun-
tries, coordination of macroeconomic policies may be 
desirable for the well-being of the world economy.6 

This line of thinking characterizes several of the for-
mal attempts to study international interdependencies. 

Open-Economy Macroeconomics 

John M. Fleming (1962) and Robert A. Mundell 
(1963) set the foundation for the formal analysis of in-
ternational macroeconomic policy coordination.7 They 
analyzed the feedback of monetary and fiscal policies 
between two countries. Their models consist of goods 
and asset demand functions (including money) in the 
Keynesian tradition. National expenditures—consump-
tion and investment—are assumed to depend on do-
mestic output and the real (inflation-adjusted) rate of 
interest while net exports depend on income at home 
(imports) and abroad (exports) as well as the real ex-
change rate. For instance, a rise in German income in-
creases Britain's exports because Germans can afford 
to buy more goods, including imported goods. Anoth-
er assumption is that public demand for money is a 
function of income and interest rates at home—that is, 
as income rises and people want to buy more goods, 
they increase their demand for money. At the same 
time, if the opportunity cost of holding money goes up, 
the public moves away from money and into higher-
yield assets. A third assumption is that changes in pri-
vate domestic holdings of foreign securities—capital 
outflows or inflows—are a function of interest rates at 
home and abroad. Countries in the economy are as-
sumed to be similar in these aspects. 

The Mundell-Fleming models suggest that a gov-
ernment could manipulate monetary and fiscal policies 
in such a way as to attain internal and external "bal-
ance" simultaneously, namely, to achieve current ac-
count balance and full employment. This paradigm 
still motivates many of the discussions on international 
policy coordination.8 For example, some analysts sug-
gest that the U.S. proposal at the 1978 summit meeting 
of the G-7—that the United States, Japan, and Ger-
many coordinate their policies in an expansionary ef-
fort—was motivated by the threat of trade deficits. If 
the incomes of a country and its trading partners grow 
simultaneously, other things being equal, the possibili-
ty of external imbalance (large trade deficits) is re-
duced. 

These models assume that changes in domestic 
government expenditures influence domestic output, 
which in turn has an impact on the foreign country's 
current account and thus affects the level of foreign 
output. Likewise, a drop in the foreign country's out-
put has an effect on the domestic current account and 
output. 

The Mundell-Fleming models also illustrate how 
the effectiveness of aggregate demand policies in an 
open economy may be affected. For example, a policy 
increasing government expenditures, intended to lead 
to greater domestic output by stimulating purchases of 
domestic commodities, may be diminished in its effec-
tiveness by a concurrent increase in purchases of im-
port goods. 

These models constitute a first step toward under-
standing the transmission of macroeconomic policy 
effects between countries. They demonstrate how the 
consequences of adopting certain policies at home de-
pend not only on those policies themselves but also on 
policies implemented abroad. 

To Coordinate or Not to Coordinate 

Recognizing countries ' interdependence and the 
potential for negative spillover raises the question of 
whether a country would be better off choosing policy 
on its own or in cooperation with other countries. The 
work of Koichi Hamada (1976) pioneered the analysis 
of international monetary policy coordination.9 

Hamada's models are based on a game theoretical 
approach that views governments as solving their eco-
nomic choices after considering a series of strategies, 
just as card players do (playing individually or as a 
team).10 There is evidence that studying macropolicy 
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coordination in the context of strategic considerations 
is a sound approach. For example, one could argue that 
it was not a coincidence that the North American Free 
Trade Agreement was put on the table at about the 
time that General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) negotiations appeared to be stalling. A trade 
alliance within North America would show the Euro-
pean Community how the United States was ready to 
move forward with free trade, with or without the Eu-
ropean Community. In fact, one could argue that it is 
progress toward NAFTA that has led to recent conces-
sions in agricultural policy from the EC in the GATT 
negotiations. 

Hamada's analysis was performed for a world in 
which exchange rates are fixed, which in fact they had 
been in the then-recent Bretton Woods era. However, 
Hamada's insights do not hold only for fixed exchange 
rates. In the framework of game theory, coordination 
of monetary policies would also be beneficial in a 
flexible exchange rate environment like those under 
which many countries operate today. 

As an illustration, consider a world with free trade 
of goods and capital, and assume that there is a trade-
off between unemployment and inflation. Countries 
choosing monetary policies independently may have a 
bias to choose an expansionary policy in order to 
achieve a target rate of unemployment. For instance, a 
particular country tries to lower its unemployment rate 
by running an expansionary monetary policy. Such a 
policy may trigger the following sequence of events: 
At least in the short run, there may be a depreciation 
of the country's currency with respect to other coun-
tries, which would in turn lead to a reduction of its 
current account deficit against those countries. The af-
fected countries may react by pursuing expansionary 
policies themselves, in order to counter their curren-
cy's appreciation. In doing so, each country weighs 
only the inflationary consequences of its policies for 
its own economy (in the same way in which the facto-
ry owner causing water pollution in the example above 
does not internalize the negative impact of its actions). 
However, in the absence of any trade barriers the si-
multaneous expansionary policies would result in a 
higher rate of inflation worldwide. The fact of decen-
tralized actions by countries precludes a country's 
ability to internalize the costs its actions impose on the 
world community. If, on the other hand, each of these 
countries were to give up its autonomy in choosing 
monetary policy, agree on a common objective, and 
have a central authority directing a single, common 
monetary policy, all would be forced to consider the 
worldwide inflationary impact of their policies. 

Hamada determined that whenever free trade of 
goods existed, countries coordinating their actions gen-
erally achieved more desirable outcomes than resulted 
when countries acted independently. Hamada recog-
nized, however, that coordination of monetary policies 
is difficult to achieve. A country faces trade-offs when 
setting economic goals, and coordination further re-
stricts each country's already limited policy options to 
achieve the best possible developments at home. 

Consequently, each country may assign different 
priorities to various goals. For example, assume that 
Germany and Italy have monetary policy at their dis-
posal and that each recognizes the trade-off between 
inflation and unemployment. Germany may decide that 
low inflation is its priority while Italy may decide that 
it is willing to suffer higher inflation rates to achieve 
lower unemployment rates. Now consider that Ger-
many and Italy decide to coordinate their efforts and 
relinquish their domestic monetary policies for a com-
mon central monetary policy. The question becomes 
how to assign weights to each country's objectives. 
That decision is a political one, about which economic 
theory is silent. 

What is a policymaker to sift from these abstract 
concepts underlying coordination? The discussion so 
far seems to say that countries may be better off under 
coordinated policy than acting independently. More pre-
cisely, under free trade countries seem to benefit from 
choosing in unison a single, common policy. That ob-
servation is a potent policy recommendation. It is also, 
however, a typical example of theory having little to 
say about the actual process—the logistics and negoti-
ations—required for its implementation. 

Complete versus Incomplete 
Coordination 

It is important to note that fixed exchange rate 
agreements and "managed" floating exchange rate 
agreements like the ERM are not the type of coordina-
tion Hamada studied. The nature of the policy coordi-
nation implicit in fixed exchange rate agreements may 
reduce exchange rate volatility and thereby improve 
efficiency. However, as was discussed earlier, under 
such incomplete coordination agreements the member 
countries continue to enjoy some degree of discretion 
over their macroeconomic policies and are not able to 
internalize fully the consequences of their policies. For 
example, Germany is still committed to the EMS, the 
intermediate goals that the EMS represents, and the 
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eventual creation of a European Central Bank. But 
Germany's policy choices about financing its unifica-
tion costs have prevented interest rates from coming 
clown in Europe, indirectly creating negative external-
ities, or costs, for its neighbors. The type of policy 
coordination Hamada suggested above involves com-
plete coordination—countries' total relinquishment of 
autonomous policies such as would characterize the 
EMU in its third stage, when a European central bank 
is in place. 

It is important, however, to recognize that so far 
the theory on which a recommendation of complete 
macropolicy coordination is built has several shortcom-
ings. For example, Hamada's models do not specify the 
mechanisms that affect consumption and investment 
decisions, making it hard to analyze the ways in which 
alternative policies may affect these behaviors. In addi-
tion, time plays no role in these models although inter-
est rates are the price of intertemporal allocation of 
consumption and as such should require that temporal 
dynamics be a key consideration in analysis. Asset de-
mands depend on current and future interest rates—for 
example, individuals choose assets to acquire on the 
basis of prevailing interest rates as well as expectations 
regarding future interest rates. Models such as Hama-
da's, however, are silent as to how agents build their 
expectations regarding future interest rates. Because 
they are static, they do not address the question of 
whether multicountry interdependence is only tempo-
rary. In spile of their shortcomings, these kinds of mod-
els constitute a solid first step toward understanding the 
international transmission of macroeconomic policies, 
and some of the models' insights apply for more com-
plicated and realistic environments. 

Dynamic General Equilibrium Models 

Dynamic general equilibrium models were developed 
to address some of the problems identified above. 
These models reproduce the simultaneous nature of 
economic variables and assume that interest rates and 
prices are determined by the underlying economic 
structure rather than by exogenous behavior patterns 
that may not be related to the fundamentals of an 
economy. As their name implies, dynamic general 
equilibrium models are also able to incoiporate the dy-
namic nature of economic systems.11 

The models discussed earlier implicitly recommend 
international macroeconomic policy coordination. 
Given these models' shortcomings, however, it is im-

portant to investigate the robustness of that implica-
tion. Docs the same policy prescription hold in a dy-
namic general equilibrium framework? The discussion 
that follows concentrates on models that address mon-
etary and fiscal policy. 

Monetary Policy. Neil Wallace (1984) set out to 
dispel the notion that there is a single "best" monetary 
policy for a nation. His model, which can be thought 
of as providing long-term recommendations, empha-
sized the notion (perhaps obvious but rarely acknowl-
edged) that monetary policy has different effects across 
different economic groups. (Few would argue, for ex-
ample, with the fact that U.S. monetary policy in 1992 
generated a surge of mortgage refinancing at home but 
also displeased holders of three-month certificates of 
deposit, which experienced record low returns). 

Preston J. Miller and Wallace's (1985) analysis of 
international coordination of monetary policies is an 
open-economy extension of Wallace's model. Miller 
and Wallace start with the observation that although 
countries appeared to have gained more discretion 
over their policies under a flexible exchange rate 
regime, flexible exchange rates did not ameliorate the 
transmission of negative spillover effects across coun-
tries. In this context, coordination of monetary policies 
has been abdicated as a means of improving the work-
ings of flexible exchange rates. 

Miller and Wallace's work is designed to contrast 
two approaches to choosing monetary policy. In the 
first, each country chooses its own monetary policy, 
recognizing the fact that other countries' independent 
decisions will influence the ultimate effects of its poli-
cy and that those decisions are beyond its control. The 
second alternative, akin to some of the G-5 or G-7 
coordination attempts, involves all countries jointly or-
ganizing a central authority to choose a common mon-
etary policy. 

At the core of whether or not monetary policy coor-
dination makes a difference is the fact that when coun-
tries choose policy independently of each other, their 
policies have asymmetric effects at home and abroad. 
Miller and Wallace illustrate this asymmetry with the 
following example. In their model, when the monetary 
authority in the United States engineers higher real in-
terest rates at home, in a well-integrated international 
capital market long-term real interest rates will also 
tend to increase around the world. However, the im-
pact of such policy on the purchasing power of eco-
nomic agents trying to cash in their savings at the time 
the policy goes into effect will be different at home 
than abroad. A tighter monetary policy in the United 
States will increase the purchasing power of the people 
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at home cashing in their savings, whereas it will re-
duce the purchasing power of the same group of savers 
abroad. Without themselves tightening, foreign coun-
tries suffer from higher rates, which translate into a 
heavier burden for servicing outstanding government 
bonds that would, in turn, require the central bank to 
monetize part of the government deficits. By acting in-
dependently of other countries in the Miller-Wallace 
model, the United States has failed to internalize the 
consequences of their actions abroad. If on the other 
hand all countries were to choose policy in unison, 
each would be able to internalize their policies' conse-
quences for other countries and thus choose policy ac-
cordingly. 

Miller and Wallace point out that although their 
analysis suggests that cooperation is desirable, it does 
not determine whether the common policy to be adopt-
ed should be a loose or tight monetary policy. And, as 
emphasized in Wallace (1984), the choice is important 
given that monetary policy does not have a uniform 
impact across economic groups. 

In the Miller-Wallace model the final form of a 
common monetary policy evolves as a consensus that 
takes into account the weights assigned to different 
economic groups in the different countries. Unfortu-
nately, economic theory suggests nothing in terms of 
how to distribute such weights; as in Hamada's analy-
sis, such decisions are political ones that have to be 
hammered out in political negotiations. For this rea-
son, Miller and Wallace are reluctant to view their 
analysis as prescribing a specific policy recommenda-
tion. They acknowledge, however, that their analysis 
suggests that adopting some common monetary poli-
cies could improve welfare worldwide. 

A flavor of the negotiations necessary for resolving 
differences among countries attempting coordination 
was recently provided by the Maastricht Treaty. Danish 
failure to ratify the treaty in early 1992 and the ner-
vousness over the French referendum vote later in the 
year may partially explain why the proposed third 
stage of EMU—the creation of a European Central 
Bank—seems sometimes so elusive.12 

Fiscal Policies. During the 1980s the U.S. govern-
ment deficit escalated to magnitudes on the order of 5 
percent of the gross domestic product. As mentioned 
earlier, the size of the U.S. deficit has been seen as 
contributing to high interest rates worldwide. At the 
same time, the type of coordination among EC coun-
tries has gone beyond monetary policy to involve tax 
and industrial policies. In light of these developments, 
some economists have turned attention to analyzing 
the coordination of fiscal policies. 

Patrick J. Kehoe (1987) investigated whether coun-
tries benefit more by coordinating their tax policies, 
particularly income taxes. Kehoe's analysis is devel-
oped in a dynamic general equilibrium model in which 
there is a household sector, a production sector, and a 
government sector. The government finances its ex-
penditures via income taxes. Government-produced 
goods are turned over to households. Higher taxes lead 
to an increase in government-produced goods, which 
are valued by the current generation of households. 
Capital purchases, however, are a function of disposable 
income so that higher taxes lead to lower quantities 
of capital and, consequently, lower output and con-
sumption levels for all future generations. Less capital 
also leads to higher real rates of interest (the interest 
rate goes up as capital becomes more scarce). These 
are the trade-offs that a policymaker has to consider in 
evaluating a tax policy. 

As discussed earlier, when countries choose tax 
policies independently of each other but in the context 
of integrated capital markets, higher taxes will repre-
sent higher interest rates not only at home but also 
abroad; countries choosing policy independently do 
not internalize the consequences of their actions on in-
terest rates worldwide. Under perfect integration of 
capital markets, the incentive to increase taxes at home 
increases with the number of countries in the world: A 
government acting on its own experiences the positive 
short-term effects of taxes regardless of the number of 
countries in the world; on the other hand, the govern-
ment suffers only in a diluted way the negative cumu-
lative effect of higher interest rates because their 
marginal contribution to higher interest rates world-
wide is smaller the larger the number of countries in 
the world. Clearly, coordination of macropol ic ies 
again could allow all countries to internalize the nega-
tive externalities that they impose on each other, and, 
therefore, coordination is better than noncoordination 
of fiscal policies for all countries involved. 

A natural question to ask at this point is whether 
cooperative outcomes of the sort described above will 
necessarily amount to giving up autonomy in choosing 
policy. Roberto Chang (1990), who has provided an-
other model of fiscal coordination, also found that the 
world economy would be better served by having co-
ordinated fiscal policies among countries. Chang has 
shown that under some circumstances countries would 
be able to internalize the consequences of their indepen-
dent macroeconomic policies and thus avoid the trans-
mission of negative externalities across countries with-
out giving up autonomy in choosing policy. If, for exam-
ple, countries pledged to impose fiscal self-discipline . 
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provided that other countries did the same, and if each 
threatened to abandon this discipline if others did, in-
ternalization would be possible. The policy implica-
tions of this research make its application promising: 
if credible threats could be implemented and the rules 
of the game clearly specified, there could be consider-
able savings of resources in achieving an outcome 
comparable to that of official coordination. 

Can Coordination Be Undesirable? 

While it is true that much of the economics literature 
suggests that under free trade coordinating macropoli-
cies—both monetary and fiscal policies—is desirable, 
there may conceivably be situations in which coordi-
nation could be counterproductive. For example, Ken-
neth Rogoff (1985) has shown that cooperation among 
policymakers can in certain circumstances lead to a 
lower level of social well-being than independently set 
policy. 

R o g o f f s contribution hinges on the concept of 
"time inconsistency."13 At the core of the idea of time 
inconsistency is the fact that there are incentives for 
governments and economic agents to renege on past 
commitments. Economic agents care about the se-
quence of their lifetime returns, not just consumption 
at a particular time. Individuals look ahead, and their 
expectations play a crucial role in their decision-making. 
If governments fail to recognize the importance of this 
process, they may pursue policies that seem optimal 
but involve reversing past commitments. For example, 
a government may announce that it will reduce capital 
taxes permanently to encourage investment. Once cap-
ital investment has taken place, the government may 
renege on its promise and raise capital taxes, promis-
ing never to do it again. Such a tax increase would not 
distort private investment decisions because capital in-
vestment has already taken place, and the government 
would have greater expenditure capabilities. However, 
economic agents observe the government's action and 
will discount future announced policies. In this scenar-
io, the incentive for the government to renege on its prom-
ises may be recognized ahead of time, and the tax cut 
originally announced may be of little or no relevance. 
Such time-inconsistent policies seem likely to prevent 
society from achieving the best possible outcome.14 

Rogoff found that when time inconsistencies exist, 
cooperation among countries can be counterproductive. 
For example, in the absence of monetary policy coordi-
nation any unilateral effort by a central bank to inflate 

(to engage in time-inconsistent policies) will cause its 
real exchange rate to depreciate, with the consequent 
price increase on imported goods driving up inflation at 
home. Such a concomitant depreciation and fears of 
accelerating inflation help check the incentives for a 
central bank to expand its money. However, in a coop-
erative arrangement the real exchange rate has no such 
tempering influence because each central bank can 
count on the others to match any money supply in-
crease without any impact on the real exchange rate. 
Cooperation thus forces wage setters to set a higher 
rale of nominal wage growth in order to ensure that the 
central banks will ratify their target real wage. A coop-
erative regime may then be characterized by systemati-
cally higher inflation rates. 

One criticism of Rogoff's findings is that the time in-
consistency in his model exists because the govern-
ments' economic goals differ from those of their citizens 
(see note 14). It has been argued that if the govern-
ments and their citizens share economic goals, Rogoff's 
results may not occur. However, authors like Kehoe 
(1989) have shown that time inconsistencies can arise 
in settings in which governments and citizens share the 
same economic goals, thus leaving an environment 
where cooperation can be counterproductive. 

Kehoe found that in the context of an open economy 
with capital mobility, a country's desire to renege on a 
promise not to tax existing capital is removed by the 
threat of capital flight; savings will flee the country with 
the highest income tax. Competition across countries 
and capital mobility act as an enforcer to eliminate time 
inconsistency. However, with fiscal cooperation be-
tween countries, this enforcement falls away because 
each government can count on the other to match any cap-
ital tax increase and thus eliminate the potential for cap-
ital flight. According to Kehoe's findings, international 
fiscal cooperation exacerbates the time-inconsistent prob-
lem and is therefore counteiproductive. To summarize, 
if countries coordinate policies but cannot precommit to 
never deviating from the agreed-upon policy, such coor-
dination efforts may be counterproductive. 

71ie EMU: A Closer Look 

Some economists argue that the goal of EMU is to 
establish a central authority that would set a common 
monetary policy and have member countries agree not 
to deviate from the policy. If so, coordination estab-
lished under the auspices of the EMU should not be 
counterproductive. 
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It is a matter of some concern that the requirements 
established by the EMS for economic convergence are 
somewhat vague.15 Further, each member country may 
fulfill the EMS requirements and still maintain dissim-
ilar policies, and adherence to the guidelines may not 
be sufficient to guarantee a smooth transition to a mon-
etary union. Even if a smooth transition is achieved 
and a common monetary policy adopted, there is no 
mechanism to ensure adherence to a common fiscal 
policy. For example, suppose that Germany met the 
guidelines to become a member of the EMU, that the 
union took place, and that all countries agreed to ad-
here to a common monetary policy. If Germany dis-
covered at a later date that the burden of unifying the 
two Germanies implied larger-than-anticipated deficits, 
the country could de facto renege on the agreed-upon 
fiscal policies, creating the problem of time inconsis-
tencies. According to the research reviewed above, only 
if EMU would lead to each member's precommitment 
to fiscal and monetary policy rules could a union be 
productive. 

Partial Coordination 

The bulk of the literature on international coordina-
tion concludes that coordination of macroeconomic 
policies that is complete and undertaken by all the 
countries in the world (at least all the countries that 
have a major impact on goods and asset prices world-
wide)—in other words, "full coordination"—is prefer-
able to having decentralized setting of policies. 

As was discussed above, the rationale behind this 
dictum is that complete coordination allows countries 
to internalize the negative externalities that might oth-
erwise be transmitted across countries. In reality, al-
though there have been several initiatives to engage in 
full coordination, it has not been accomplished. Full 
coordination may, therefore, be thought of as a bench-
mark. More commonly, a small group of countries 
agrees to coordinate policies, and the result is "partial" 
coordination.16 EMU is actually an example of this 
type of coordination.17 In fact, the original goal for 
which the European Community was founded was to 
achieve free trade among its six members while adopt-
ing a common policy with respect to nonmembers. In 
view of that stated objective, recent research has con-
centrated on the issue of partial coordination, attempting 
to address the question of whether partial coordination 
is in fact superior to having each country make inde-
pendent policy choices. If, as the discussion above in-

dicates, full coordination is superior to independent 
policymaking, can it be assumed that the same is true 
of partial coordination? 

When a coalition of some but not all countries is 
formed and policymaking is centralized, additional 
considerations will surface. For example, if the EMU 
eventually materialized and agreed to fiscal and mone-
tary discipline that implied lower interest rates, it would 
be possible for nonmembers or outsiders to "free-ride" 
on the EMU member countries' efforts. An outsider 
would not internalize the impact of, for instance, its 
setting a loose monetary policy but would still be in a 
position to enjoy the positive impact of a complete co-
ordination effort by the members of the EMU felt 
worldwide. 

Stephen J. Turnovsky (1988) analyzes partial coor-
dination using an economic model that emphasizes the 
negative spillovers on the terms of trade. He assesses 
the effects of a subset of countries in the world form-
ing a union. In his analysis government spending is 
valued by private economic agents, such as spending 
for roads and infrastructure. Because domestic govern-
ments purchase import and export goods, they affect 
the terms of world trade. With no barriers to trade, one 
country's increase in government expenditure on ex-
port goods could, for example, raise the goods' rela-
tive price worldwide, thus affecting the purchasing 
power of other countries. As before, without policy 
coordination individual countries seem unable to inter-
nalize negative spillovers across countries. Turnovsky 
showed that countries that coordinate policy will in 
general have less government spending and, accord-
ingly, less influence on the terms of trade. In this con-
text, his model indicates that some coordination is 
better than no coordination at all. This conclusion rests 
on the rationale that as long as some fiscal discipline is 
imposed, its positive impact will be felt worldwide. 
However, the countries not bound by a coordination 
agreement can enjoy both improved terms of trade and 
larger government expenditures than those countries 
committed to a common policy. In that sense, coun-
tries not involved in the coordination agreement would 
be free-riders, raising the question of the frailty of par-
tial coordination agreements. Given that free-riding is 
a possibility, countries would have an incentive to 
break away from the union. What are the implications 
for the future of agreements like the EMU? 

Marco Espinosa and Chong K. Yip (forthcoming), 
using a dynamic general equilibrium approach, have 
found that the number of countries involved in a par-
tial coordination agreement relative to the number of 
all countries is crucial in determining the sustainability 
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of the agreement. Given groups of coordinating and 
noncoordinating countries, each country balances 
gains from coordination against gains from free-riding 
on others' coordination. If the number of countries in-
volved in a coordination scheme is too small or too 
large, the gains to the coordinating members are such 
that the possibility of free-riding on the fiscal disci-
pline of others does not outweigh the advantages of 
sticking to their coordinated policy. Espinosa and Yip 
show that there is, however, a "right-sized" coordi-
nation coalition of relatively homogenous countries. 
With the appropriate number of coordinating coun-
tries, the incentives to break away from the coalition 
disappear. Therefore, this research suggests that agree-
ments like the EMU can be both beneficial and lasting. 

Conclusion 

Economic theory suggests that in the presence of 
open economies, free trade, and efficient capital mar-
kets, a country's policies will generate some externali-
ties affecting the rest of the world community. When 
countries choose policies independently of each other, 

the impact of their choices on the world community 
cannot be fully internalized. Several of the coordina-
tion initiatives have implicitly acknowledged this fact. 
The discussion in this article establishes that under 
these circumstances coordination of macropolicies 
seems better for the world than having each country 
making independent policy choices. 

The description of basic models of full coordination 
illustrates the complexity of the nature of international 
coordination and points to several issues that require 
further studied consideration. For example, given the 
desirability of a complete coordination effort, can it be 
inferred that incomplete coordination is better than 
none at all? Given the difficulties of implementing a 
complete coordination agreement, should countries in-
stead spend energy trying to implement incomplete 
agreements? If countries agree to coordinate policy, 
how does an economic union choose a common objec-
tive? What are the difficulties faced by countries that 
precommit to coordinated policy adoptions and by the 
body of coordinating countries in ensuring adherence 
to agreed-upon policy? These are just a few of the ar-
eas of concern calling for attention from policymakers 
and researchers alike. 

1. See Kahn (1987) for a review of some of these coordination 
efforts. 

2. See, for example, Kumar and Whitt (1992) for a cross-
country analysis of exchange rate variability on internation-
al trade. 

3. See Chriszt (1991) for a review of the ERM. 
4. One should not confuse these concepts with the distinction 

between full and partial coordination established below. 
The terms full and partial coordination refer to the number 
of countries relinquishing their policy autonomy—in other 
words, the number of countries involved in a coordination 
scheme. 

5. President Mitterrand, for example, has been quoted as say-
ing that countries that have already ratified the Maastricht 
Treaty could continue to move forward. 

6. Some authors have taken pains to clarify the different de-
grees of international interdependence and coordination and 
the difference between coordination and cooperation. In 
this article, for simplicity, there is no distinction between 
coordination and cooperation. Several current studies—for 
example, Feldstein (1988)—similarly make no distinction. 

Cody (1989) and Humpage (1990), for instance, em-
phasize that the term international cooperation refers to the 
sharing of macroeconomic data and economic goals across 

countries. International coordination, on the other hand, 
refers to the joint setting of macroeconomic policies. By 
these definitions international cooperation includes the In-
ternational Monetary Fund (IMF) and the OECD; some of 
the joint actions of the G-5 and G-7 are examples of inter-
national coordination. 

7. For an excellent survey on the Mundell-Fleming approach 
to open economy macroeconomics, the reader is referred to 
Frenkel and Razin (1987). 

8. See Caves, Frankel, and Jones (1993, chap. 22-23) for a 
textbook-level illustration. 

9. For an updated survey see Cooper (1985). 
10. See chapter 19 of Krugman and Obstfeld (1991) for a sim-

ple application of game theory to international coordina-
tion. 

11. A common thread found in some of the literature on dy-
namic general equilibrium modeling is that the analysis of 
fiscal and monetary policies is based on the public finance 
approach originated by Ramsey (1928) and popularized by 
Lucas (1986). Lucas suggests viewing fiscal and monetary 
polices as trying to allocate distortions from taxes or subsi-
dies in such a way as to maximize society's well-being over 
time. To be specific, this approach says that governments 
should choose taxes or subsidies so as to maximize the 
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well-being of all generations in a society. The choice of a 
tax-subsidy scheme explicitly incorporates a government 
sector that as a player in the international capital market can 
influence interest rates worldwide. This methodology repre-
sents a holistic approach to choosing "optimal" fiscal and 
monetary policies and as such is superior to a methodology 
that views them as independent of each other and assigns 
them different objectives throughout time. 

12. For further analysis of the Maastricht Treaty see Kenen 
(1992) and Fratianni, von Hagan, and Waller (1992). 

13. For a intuitive description of the concept of time inconsis-
tency, see Mankiw (1992, chap. 12). 

14. Rogoff (1985) studies international cooperation in setting 
monetary policies in a context in which such policies influ-
ence economic activity and the objectives of the private 
sector (wage setters) and governments arc at odds with each 
other. This conflict arises from the assumption that the soci-
ety's target employment rate is higher than the wage set-
ter's target employment rate. Several factors can give rise 
to this situation—labor unions, for example. Labor unions 
are usually willing to accept a lower level of employment in 
order to bargain for higher wages for their members. 

Once wage setters set their nominal wages, the central 
bank can affect the rale of employment by inflating the 
economy. An increase in the price level would reduce the 
unemployment rate because a lower real wage raises the de-
mand for labor. The monetary authorities, however, cannot 
systematically raise the level of employment through infla-

tion. The private sector will eventually recognize this pat-
tern and set nominal wage rates high enough to reflect their 
inflation forecast. As this process goes on and the central 
bank loses its credibility, the rate of inflation would in-
crease consistently. This result does not imply that the cen-
tral bank is irresponsible; it simply says that given the lack 
of precommitmenl to adhere to a policy's rules, a central 
bank's optimal choice each period may be to try to increase 
employment, at the expense of higher inflation. 

15. The requirements for economic convergence of the EMU 
members include specif ic low-inflat ion targets, similar 
long-term nominal interest rates, quasi - f ixed exchange 
rates, and fiscal discipline as evidenced by a low maximum 
ratio (3 percent) of a government 's deficit to GDP. 

16. A partial coordination scheme refers to a situation in which 
at least one country with influence in world economic ac-
tivity chooses policy independently. This section considers 
only complete policy coordination, under which countries 
that are members of a coalition adopt common macroeco-
nomic policies. 

17. It is not a coincidence that this discussion has focused on 
the EMU and has only tangentially dealt with GATT. The 
type of analyses that deal with coordination of macroeco-
nomic policies emphasizes intertemporal trade whereas the 
studies that deal with custom unions emphasize contempo-
raneous trade of different commodities. For an analysis of 
free trading zones, sec Krugman (1991). 
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rhe determinants of interest rates across the spectrum of bond ma-
turities are of keen interest to the general public—borrowers and 
lenders—as well as to economists. Particularly during 1992, the 
spread between the shortest and longest maturity rates grew un-
usually wide, leaving many observers wondering what to infer 

from this gap (see Chart 1). Many, including some policymakers, see the 
current steep yield curve as an ominous sign of future inflation. The infla-
tion forecasts implicit in interest rates carry strong credibility with most 
market observers because interest rates in part represent bets backed by 
wealth rather than casual forecasts with little at stake. The trouble is that in-
terest rates are influenced by more than just market expectations of infla-
tion; other factors cloud the inflation signal perceived in the term structure 
or relationship between interest rates. 

This article discusses key past and current research studying the informa-
tion on inflation contained in the nominal (face-value) term structure of inter-
est rates.1 The literature consists of two distinct but complementary strands. 
One analyzes the impact of inflation on interest rates; the other, the implicit 
inflation forecast in interest rates. The current evidence suggests that the 
yield curve does indeed give useful forecasts of inflation, especially at 
longer-term horizons, but much still needs to be learned about the various 
factors that influence nominal rates. The first section provides a background 
for the discussion in subsequent sections of more recent research. The sec-
ond section considers research that has examined the short end of the yield 
curve, extending to bond maturities of one year. The final section looks 
at the longer-term yield curve. One pragmatic reason for this short-term/long-
term dichotomy is that Treasury bill yields, which run to maturities of up to 
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one year, are more readily analyzed than note and 
bond yields. Another reason is that, according to re-
cent studies (discussed below), the term structure be-
haves very differently in these two maturity segments. 

background 

Numerous economists have viewed interest rates in 
terms of a decomposition into real (inflation-adjusted) 
and expected inflation components. In fact, the notion 
that interest rates reflect inflation expectations goes 
back centuries. Thomas M. Humphrey surveyed the 
historical development of the conceptual division of 
nominal rates into the real interest rate and expected 
inflation. According to Humphrey, the first record of 
such a distinction was made in the 1740s by William 
Douglass, a "Scottish-born physician, pamphleteer, 
controversialist, and student of American colonial cur-
rencies" (1983, 3). Douglass noted how lenders includ-
ed an inflation premium in loans that were expected to 
depreciate in value because of the free printing of un-
backed currency. Others to offer the same hypothesis 
before the twentieth century include Henry Thornton, 
John Stuart Mill, Alfred Marshall, and J.B. Clark. The 

fullest articulation of the distinction between nominal 
and real rates was by Irving Fisher in his 1896 treatise, 
Appreciation and Interest, and was elaborated further 
in his 1930 classic, The Theory of Interest. 

Fisher viewed the nominal rate of interest in terms 
of a goods rate (or real rate) and a rate of appreciation 
(or inflation): "The theoretical relation [now called the 
Fisher relation] between interest and appreciation im-
plies, then, that the rate of interest is always relative to 
the standard in which it is expressed. The fact that in-
terest expressed in money is high, say 15 percent, 
might conceivably indicate merely that general prices 
are expected to rise (i.e., money depreciate) at the rate 
of 10 per cent, and that the rate of interest expressed in 
terms of goods is not high, but only about 5 percent" 
(1930, 41-42). Fisher expressed the future value of a 
dollar of principal (one plus the nominal interest rate) 
as the following product: 

1 + it = (1 + 7tp( 1 + r), or it = r ; + rt + n% 

where K'f is the expected rate of inflation over the 
coming period (for example, one year) formed at time 
t and rt is the real rate.2 This is the equation that Fish-
er derived in his 1896 monograph. For small real rates 
and expected inflation rates, the cross-product term is 

Chart 1 
Treasury Yield Spreads 

(Weekly, January 4, 1989, to April 14, 1993) 

Basis Points 
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negligible. The logic of this equation is that if a loan 
were paid in a basket of goods, the interest charged 
would be r , also representing payment in goods, not 
money. Conversion into money after one period would 
be at the rate K' r which gives the rate of exchange 
of money for goods. Inflation increases the dollar 
amount paid, and deflation diminishes it. In other 
words, an anticipated inflation is predicted to have no 
impact on the real return of assets denominated in 
fixed monetary value—for example, the real returns 
of bonds. This view was in accord with the prevailing 
classical monetary theory, which held that monetary 
phenomena, like inflation, only affect the price level 
and have no "real" effects. Although the Fisher rela-
tion is a straightforward concept, it has been very dif-
ficult to verify empirically because neither anticipated 
inflation nor the real rate of interest is directly observ-
able. 

In writing The Theory of Interest, Fisher in part 
sought an explanation for the so-called Gibson para-
dox. In a series of articles written in the 1920s, A.H. 
Gibson documented a strong positive correlation be-
tween the yields on long-term British bonds (Consols) 
and the level of a commodity price index over 130 
years, which contradicted classical theory's prediction 
that the nominal rate and price level are independent. 
Fisher put the problem this way: "If perfect foresight 
existed [that is, if the Fisher relation held], continuous-
ly rising prices would be associated not with a contin-
uously rising rate of interest but with a continuing 
high rate of interest, and falling prices would be asso-
ciated not with a continuously falling rate of interest 
but with a continuing low rate of interest, . . . assum-
ing, in each case, that other influences than price 
change remained the same [the real rate of interest is 
stable or constant]" (1930, 411-12). 

The Fisher relation implies that the nominal interest 
rate and the change in the price level are positively 
correlated. Fisher attributed the Gibson paradox, 
which he confirmed in his own empirical studies of the 
con-elation, to the sluggish adjustment of inflation ex-
pectations. 

Thomas J. Sargent (1973) explained how Fisher's 
econometric work supposedly resolved the Gibson 
paradox by finding that expectations of inflation were 
formed adaptively on the basis of long lags of past in-
flation experience—ten to thirty years' worth. Fisher's 
proxy for unobscrvable expected inflation, a weighted 
summation over a long series of past price changes, is 
highly correlated with the price level (because the sum 
of long series of price changes will be close in value to 
the current level). Because of the implausibility of 

such long lag lengths, many later economists rejected 
Fisher's view that sluggish expectations formation ex-
plained the Gibson paradox. 

Sargent found that the assumed direction of causa-
tion running from inflation to nominal rates was erro-
neous in Fisher's work and many subsequent studies. 
Fisher and other later researchers regressed interest 
rates (the dependent variable) on current and lagged 
inflation rates (the explanatory variables). Sargent 
showed statistically that inflation and nominal interest 
rates simultaneously cause each other through a feed-
back relationship.3 He thus provides a link between 
the two distinct strands of the interest rate/inflation lit-
erature identified earlier. His analysis of the time-series 
properties of inflation and interest rate data led him to 
conclude that "the interest rate contains information, 
over and above that contained in lagged rates of infla-
tion, that is useful in predicting the rate of inflation" 
(1973, 447). Much subsequent research has been de-
voted to evaluating the forecast power of interest rates 
for inflation. 

inflation and the Shorter-Maturity 
Term Structure 

Eugene F. Fama is one of the founders of the effi-
cient markets school of finance, which predicates its 
analysis of markets on market participants' rationality 
and on their efficient use of all relevant information in 
determining market prices. In Fama (1975) he took the 
view that, if the real rate of interest is approximately 
constant and markets are efficient, the nominal return 
on a Treasury bill would be correlated with the subse-
quently observed rate of inflation over the term of the 
Treasury bill. That is, nominal rates would move over 
time only because the expected inflation component of 
those rates changed. Furthermore, if inflation is pre-
dictable to some extent, rationality of inflation fore-
casts implies that nominal interest rate changes would 
move one-for-one with subsequently realized inflation 
on average. To test this hypothesis, Fama ran ordinary 
least squares (OLS) regressions of ex post (realized) 
inflation on interest rates, which according to Fisher 
contain the ex ante (expected) inflation rate. His exami-
nation of the very short end of the yield curve for the 
period from 1953 to 1971 confirmed his hypotheses 
that the market is efficient, the expected real rate of re-
turn was constant over the sample period, and varia-
tions in one- to six-month Treasury bill returns were 
statistically significantly correlated with subsequently 
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observed inflation.4 These results stand in sharp con-
trast to the previous empirical results that imply market 
inefficiency because of sluggish expectations forma-
tion. 

Fama's article was influential and controversial. His 
conclusion that the expected real rate of interest is con-
stant (at least over the sample period he examined) was 
criticized by a number of researchers (P.J. Hess and 
J.L. Bicksler 1975; C.R. Nelson and G.W. Schwert 
1977; D. Joines 1977; K. Garbade and P. Wachtel 
1978). They all detected some variation in expected re-
al returns using different methodologies. Nevertheless, 
their results supported Fama's main point that interest 
rate fluctuations are driven predominantly by variations 
in expected inflation. Motivated by these critics' find-
ings, Fama and Michael R. Gibbons (1982) hypothe-
sized that the expected real rate evolves as a "random 
walk"—that is, changes in the expected real rate from 
one period to another are unpredictable and permanent. 
They estimated an inflation-interest rate regression 
similar to Fama (1975) but including a time-varying in-
tercept term, representing the random walk of the real 
rate, instead of a constant. They found that, during the 
1953-77 period, expected inflation over horizons of 
one month or one quarter also behaved like a random 
walk. Most important, using a more flexible economet-
ric approach they reaffirmed Fama's earlier finding that 
fluctuations in expected inflation primarily account for 
variations in short-term interest rates. (The ratio of the 
variance of monthly expected real returns to the vari-
ance of the monthly expected inflation rate was .2, and 
the ratio using quarterly data was .25.) 

Fama and Gibbons estimated and analyzed a nega-
tive correlation between expected inflation and expect-
ed real interest rates, which had previously been noted 
by a number of researchers.5 A complete consideration 
of why a negative correlation exists is beyond the 
scope of this article, but for the sake of providing 
some economic intuition one prominent theory is 
sketched. The Mundell-Tobin theory (Robert Mundell 
1963; James Tobin 1965) holds that an increase in ex-
pected inflation and associated higher nominal interest 
rates raises the opportunity cost of holding money, 
which earns no interest. People attempt to reduce 
money holdings for interest-earning assets, namely 
bonds, and doing so depresses their expected real re-
turn. In turn, the lower expected real rates stimulate 
capital investment, lower the return to capital (the real 
rate), and increase output. In fact, Fama and Gibbons 
advance a different explanation than Mundell-Tobin 
for the negative correlation. What is important for the 
following discussion of the Fisher relation is simply 

the existence of a correlation between expected infla-
tion and real rates because of its statistical complica-
tions in drawing inferences from the term structure. 

Frederic S. Mishkin (1981 b) developed a new econ-
ometric approach for decomposing nominal rates into 
real rate and expected inflation components. Like 
Fama, Mishkin took the view that the bond market is ef-
ficient and employed the relatively new rational ex-
pectations methodology. Operationally, this approach 
simply provided a rationale for assuming that the 
market's inflation forecast errors are entirely unsys-
tematic and unforecastable. This maintained hypothesis 
about market behavior allowed Mishkin to substitute 
the measurable ex post real interest rate for the unob-
servable ex ante rate in doing his econometrics, a 
well-established procedure in empirical rational expec-
tations studies. 

Symbolically, according to the Fisher relation, the 
nominal interest rate is if = nc¡ + r (the sum of the ex 
ante inflation rate and ex ante real interest rate). The 
ex post real rate is measured as it - 7t = (n* + r) -71,= 
r, - (71, - 71 p, where Kr is the ex post inflation rate and 
the term (nr - n'¡) is the market's inflation forecast er-
ror over some time interval like a month or a year. 
Mishkin assumed that the average inflation forecast 
error over a long period of time is zero, that is, unbi-
ased, and furthermore that it is uncorrelated with it-
self over time and contemporaneously uncorrelated 
with other variables, like the real interest rate or the 
rate of inflation. In other words, the ex post real rate 
differs from the ex ante real rate only by an unfore-
castable "noise" term. These assumptions allow pre-
dicting the ex ante real rate on the basis of simple 
linear regressions of the ex post real interest rate on 
observable variables, such as past inflation rates, mon-
ey growth, and unemployment rates, correlated with 
the ex post real rate. 

Mishkin's approach was evidently partly motivated 
to counter the evidence that had accumulated against 
the Fisher relation, and bond market rationality gener-
ally, by researchers relying on survey data that he felt 
were seriously flawed (see Mishkin 1981b, especially 
footnote 7). His method did indeed find strong support 
for the Fisher relation. Though influential and widely 
cited, Mishkin's procedure has its shortcomings and 
its critics (see Kenneth J. Singleton 1981). 

Mishkin (1990a) examined the shorter-maturity term 
structure and found that, contrary to Fama and Gib-
bons, the term structure communicates almost nothing 
about future inflation. Mishkin's regression analysis is 
very similar to Fama and Gibbons's. Mishkin esti-
mates what he terms an inflation-change forecasting 
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equation, which is reproduced here to aid the follow-
ing discussion: 

Km-K" = OL +B (/ — i '') + T)"'". i i mn "mnx 1 I' 1 I 

This equation expresses the ex post (realized) change in 
the inflation rate, measured as the rate over a longer fu-
ture period m minus the rate over a shorter future period 
n, as a linear function of the difference or spread be-
tween two corresponding nominal interest rates, ob-
served at time t. For example, the ex post difference in 
the rate of inflation over a six-month horizon versus a 
three-month horizon, both intervals starting at time t, is 
regressed on the time t spread between a six-month 
Treasury bill yield and a three-month Treasury bill yield. 
The regression assesses the implicit forecasted change in 
the inflation rate contained in the yield spread or "slope" 
of the term structure. The details of this equation's 
derivation from the Fisher relation are given in Box 1. 

Statistical rejection of the hypothesis that fimn = 0 
indicates a significant correlation between the spread 
and future inflation. The hypothesis that f3mn = 1 means 
that the spread gives an unbiased forecast of future in-
flation (at least during the sample period). There are a 
number of explanations for the rejection of unbiased-
ness. One is that the ex ante real interest rate spread 
may also predict the change in the inflation rate, but 
this variable does not appear in the equation. In fact, it 
is implicitly a component of the disturbance term 7fJ", 
which because of the real rate spread may be correlat-
ed with the nominal interest rate spread, biasing the 
slope coefficient away from one (see Box 1). 

The regression can be recast in terms of the ex post real 
interest rate, with ex post inflation omitted. Mishkin 
shows the simple algebra that converts the inflation 
change regression into an ex post real interest rate change 
regression (ex post real rate regressed on interest rate 
spread), in which the slope coefficient is 1 - fimn. Thus, 

B o x i 

T h e i n f l a t i o n - c h a n g e r e g r e s s i o n d e r i v e s f r o m the 
Fisher relation. The expected rate of inflation over m fu-
ture periods is ne™ = i™- r™ (and nm

t = i"t- r" over n pe-
r iods) . Ex pos t in f l a t ion is e x p e c t e d in f la t ion p lus a 
forecast error: tz"'= Ke™ + s™. Wi th the Fisher relation, 
nem _ ¡m_ ¡.m^ ^ u n o b s e r v a b l e expected inflation is sub-
st i tuted out of the equat ion fo r ex post inf la t ion. T h e 
equation for ex post inflation becomes K"/ = /"' - rm

t + 
e"' . The final step in deriving Mishk in ' s equation is to 
take the dif ference between equations for w-period and 
«-period ex post inflation rates. Because both the infla-
tion rate (see Robert B. Barsky 1987) and nominal and 
real interest rates are close to being random walks, dif-
ferencing is assumed to induce stationarity, which is nec-
essary to sa t is fy O L S regression requi rements fo r sta-
tistical inference. The resulting equation is 

k"' - tu'; = (¿7 - /?) - (r? - r") + (s? - <). 

The real rate is further decomposed into a dif ference in 
the mean real rate over the sample period and deviation 
f rom that mean, 

rm = j m + (rm _p») =Jm + 

and similarly for the n-period horizon. The components 
of the spread in real interest rates, 

rm _ ,.n _ ( j m _Jn ) + („>» _ M»); 

are rearranged to facilitate the analysis. The dif ference in 
means over the two forecast horizons is subsumed in a 
constant term, a = 7" -Tm, and the real rate deviations mn 
are combined with the inflation forecast errors in a com-
posite disturbance term, r f | " = s"/ - s" -(«"'- u"t). This 
last equation is then converted into the final fo rm of the 
inflation-change regression, 

K - K = a,nn + PrJi",' ~ ' P + 

where (3mn = 1 if the d i s tu rbance term is uncorre la ted 
with the interest rate spread. 

The d is turbance term in the above regress ion, y]"'", 
will of course consist only of inflation forecast errors if 
the real rate of interest is constant . T h e real world turns 
out to be more complicated. By O L S regression theory, 
cons i s t en t e s t ima t ion of f3mn with its " t r u e " va lue re-
quires that the dis turbance term be uncorrelated with the 
interest rate spread. T h e rational expecta t ions a s sump-
tion ensures that the inflation forecast errors componen t 
of the d is turbance is uncorrela ted with the spread, but 
the real interest rate deviations can be and in fact are re-
lated to the spread, as demonstra ted in numerous earlier 
papers, including Mishkin (1981b) and Fama and Gib-
bons (1982). Reject ing unbiasedness (p m n = 1) therefore 
indicates that the slope of the real term structure fluctu-
ates. 
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with two equations, forecast power of the spread 
becomes tautologically divided between explaining 
changes in real interest rates and changes in inflation. 

For the period from February 1964 to December 
1986, Mishkin found that the term structure for Trea-
sury bills with less than six months to maturity has 
slope coefficients that are insignificantly different from 
zero. For inflation-change regressions using bills with 
nine- and twelve-month maturities, some forecast pow-
er was evident. Charts 2-4 show scatter plots of the 
variables that enter the inflation change regression, us-
ing data from July 1964 through September 1991 that 
were sampled quarterly to reduce the density of plotted 
points.6 The values of (m, n), in months, are (3, 1), (6, 
3), and (9, 6) for Charts 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The 
interest rate spread appears on the horizontal axis, and 
the ex post inflation change, on the vertical axis. In ad-
dition, monthly inflation/interest rate spread pairs are 
shown using two symbols: squares represent observa-
tions before October 1979, when the Federal Reserve 
changed its operating procedure to deemphasize target-
ing the Federal funds rate; diamonds represent post-
October 1979 observations. As discussed in Mishkin's 
work, there is much evidence that nominal interest 

rates became more volatile after the change in operat-
ing procedure. 

If the real interest rate were constant and the market 
had perfect foresight, all points would fall along a 45-
degree line running from the southwest quadrant to the 
northeast quadrant in a plot with equal vertical and 
horizontal scales. Forecast and actual outcome would 
coincide exactly. Because the variability of actual in-
flation rates is so great compared with the variability 
of the nominal interest rate spread, the horizontal and 
vertical axes are drawn with different scales; conse-
quently, the "45-degree" line is much less than 45 de-
grees in these plots. The inflation rate is notoriously 
difficult to forecast by any method, and thus large ex-
pectation errors are not surprising. The pre-October 
1979 observations tend to cluster more tightly because 
of the lower volatility that characterized both yields 
and inflation during this period. Because interest-rate 
spreads at the short end of the yield curve tended to be 
positive during the sample period, most observations 
fall in the northeast and southeast quadrants. 

The monthly inflation-interest rate spread pairs fall 
evenly above and below the horizontal axis. The infla-
tion change regression lines in Charts 2 and 3 are flatter 

Chart 2 
Two-Month Inflation Change versus Three-Month-One-Month Yield Spread, 
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Chart 3 
Three-Month Inflation Change versus Six-Month-Three-Month Yield Spread, 
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Chart 4 
Three-Month Inflation Change versus Nine-Month-Six-Month Yield Spread, 
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than the "45-degree" lines. Especially for Treasury bill 
maturities of less than nine months, as in Mishkin's 
work, the small slope coefficients and cloud-like disper-
sion of observations above and below the regression 
line indicate only a weak correlation between yield 
change and inflation change. 

The flip-side of the inflation change regressions is 
the ex post real interest rate regressions. Mishkin found 
that the real interest rate slope coefficient, 1 - /3imi, is 
highly statistically significant and not significantly dif-
ferent from a value of one for three-month/one-month 
interest rate spreads. However, spreads using longer 
maturities up to twelve months proved to be almost al-
ways statistically insignificant. Under the maintained 
hypothesis that expectations are rational, the implica-
tion of these results is that changes in nominal inter-
est rates at the very short end of the term structure are 
based on variations in the real rate of interest, not in-
flation expectations. 

Fama (1984), N. Gregory Mankiw and Lawrence H. 
Summers (1984), Gikas A. Hardouvelis (1988), and 
Mishkin (1990a) have all analyzed the determinants of 
the slope coefficient (3mii. Theoretically, the value of the 
slope coefficient depends on the correlation between 
the expected change in the inflation rate and the spread 
between real interest rates for the corresponding time 
horizon as well as on the ratio of the standard deviation 
of the expected inflation rate change to the standard de-
viation of the spread in real interest rates. Based on a 
fixed negative inflation-real rate correlation, the theo-
retical pattern for the slope coefficient is the following. 
For maturities of less than six months, the standard de-
viation of the expected inflation change is dominated 
by the standard deviation of the slope of the real rate. 
The slope coefficient takes negative values in this range 
but rises toward unity for twelve-month bills and can 
greatly exceed unity (approaching 2, depending on the 
correlation) as maturity lengthens. As the horizon 
moves to long-term maturities, the slope gradually falls 
back to unity, implying that the standard deviation of 
the real term structure slope goes to zero and all varia-
tion in the term structure at long horizons stems from 
changing inflation expectations. 

In Mishkin (1990a), ex ante inflation rates and ex 
ante real rates were estimated using Mishkin's (1981b) 
technique, which relies on the rational expectations as-
sumption that inflation forecast errors are uncorrected 
with any variables at the time a forecast is made (that 
is, they are unsystematic and unpredictable). Using 
these estimates, the measured inflation-real rate cor-
relation is - . 8 on average, ranging from - . 5 to - .97 , 
depending on the sample period and maturity of un-

derlying bonds being analyzed. Mishkin's regression 
results are therefore qualitatively consistent with his 
theoretical analysis. The pattern of slope coefficients as 
the forecast horizon lengthens roughly conforms to the 
theoretical shape given a negative correlation. 

While this finding is suggestive, it is open to ques-
tion because neither expected inflation nor the real in-
terest rate is directly observable. Mishkin's analysis 
hinges crucially on the validity of the rational expecta-
tions assumption that inflation forecast errors are un-
correlatcd with expected inflation and ex ante real 
interest rates. Nonzero correlation of inflation forecast 
errors with expected inflation or ex ante real interest 
rates would also bias the slope coefficient away from a 
value of one. (See Singleton 1981 for other concerns 
about Mishkin's estimates.) Further consideration of 
the long-term interest rate analysis is given later. 

Real Interest Rates and Risk Premia 

What factors shift the slope of the real term struc-
ture? Mishkin does not address this point directly. More 
theoretical structure is needed to gain insights into the 
behavior of real interest rates, such as that in John C. 
Cox, Jonathan E. Ingersoll, Jr., and Stephen A. Ross 
(1985a) and Douglas T. Breeden (1986), which give the 
most comprehensive development of the contemporary 
theory of real interest rates. The real rate of interest is 
fundamentally related to the productivity of capital, 
which fluctuates over time because of unpredictable 
shocks to technology and the production process (for ex-
ample, technological innovations and oil price shocks). 
At the same time, the real rate varies with changes in in-
vestors' attitude toward risk and willingness to save and 
defer current consumption (which may be induced by 
changes in productivity and wealth).7 

According to the expectations theory of the term 
structure, longer-term real interest rates are averages 
of current and future expected short-term real interest 
rates (see Peter A. Abken 1990). Thus, real rates any-
where along the maturity spectrum are interrelated via 
the expectations mechanism. However, the term struc-
ture of real interest rates is only indirectly observable 
in the nominal yield curve; shocks to expected infla-
tion may obscure movements in the real yield curve. 
For example, a rise in expected inflation may cancel 
the effect of a fall in the real rate on the nominal rate. 
Mishkin claims that at the short end of the yield curve, 
variation in expected inflation is small compared with 
variation in real interest rates. 
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The expectations theory is usually amended to al-
low for possibly time-varying term premia. Risk arises 
from the uncertainty surrounding both the nominal 
and real returns of Treasury securities. Because of un-
predictable movements in real and nominal interest 
rates, a bond's real return (price appreciation plus in-
terest earnings) over its life is always uncertain, as is its 
nominal return (unless the nominal bond is held until 
maturity). Term premia comprise risk premia and in-
flation uncertainty components. These are discussed in 
the next section. Subsequently, recent models of the 
nominal term structure are considered that explicitly 
treat the dynamics and interactions of real and nomi-
nal interest rates and risk premia. 

Real and Nominal Risk Premia. Simon Benninga 
and Aris Protopapadakis (1983), Breeden (1986), and 
Martin D.D. Evans (1989) (among others) have con-
sidered risk and risk premia in the context of the Fish-
er relation. The upshot of their research is that under 
conditions of uncertainty, when real and nominal rates 
are explicitly modeled as evolving stochastically (ran-
domly) through time, the Fisher relation fails to hold 
theoretically. In addition to the real rate and expected 
inflation, risk premia and the effect of inflation uncer-
tainty are also components of the decomposition of the 
nominal rate. 

Theory predicts two sources of risk, nominal and 
real, that require modifying the Fisher relation, which 
was derived long before the technical tools for model-
ing uncertainty were developed. The real risk premium 
of a nominal bond derives from the bond's usefulness 
in hedging against adverse changes in consumption. 
Bonds are stores of wealth; they transfer wealth from 
one time period to another. What investors ultimately 
value is the flow of goods and services that they buy 
through current income and savings. Risk-averse in-
vestors (who are also consumers) seek to smooth the 
flow of consumption over time. This is the basic con-
clusion from theories of optimal consumption and in-
vestment (Breeden 1986). Smooth consumption is 
preferred to low consumption one period followed by 
high consumption the next because the "disutility" of 
deficient consumption outweighs the added utility 
from surplus consumption, and bonds can help even 
out the consumption flow. Bonds that offer nominal 
returns that tend to be high when consumption is high 
(or, more technically, marginal utility of consump-
tion is low) and low returns when consumption is low 
(marginal utility is high) must compensate investors 
for being relatively poor hedges against the risk of 
variations in the flow of consumption over time. If the 
risk premium were insufficient, risk-averse investors 

would avoid buying such bonds or would sell them 
and consequently drive down their current price and 
increase their expected return, other factors being the 
same. 

The standard Fisher relation juxtaposes nominal and 
real (inflation-indexed) bonds of the same maturity.8 

Benninga and Protopapadakis show an alternative 
(but equivalent) formulation of the Fisher relation that 
highlights term structure relationships in the decompo-
sition of nominal rates into real rates, expected infla-
tion, and risk and uncertainty components. This ap-
proach equates longer-term bond prices with expected 
prices for equivalent roll-over investments in shorter-
term bonds for the same holding period. The real term 
premium—the expected return on longer-term real bonds 
over and above that on shorter-term real bonds for the 
same holding period—reflects a longer-term real bond's 
ability to hedge consumption risk. The hedging char-
acteristics will differ across real bonds of varying ma-
turity, and consequently each will require a different 
level of risk premium. Intuitively, a real bond will in-
clude a positive risk premium if the sale of that bond 
before maturity generates a capital loss at the same 
time that consumption is low (and conversely capital 
gains when consumption is high).9 The real risk pre-
mium may vary over time, for example, as investor 
wealth changes. Thus, in addition to fluctuations in 
short-term real rates over time, the real risk premium's 
own variation may contribute to shifts in the slope of 
the real term structure. 

The nominal term premium is analogous to the real 
term premium. Nominal term premia may be infor-
mally viewed as the sum of two parts. One component 
depends on the nominal bond's usefulness as a hedge 
against shifts in future consumption, and thus the com-
ponent is a real risk premium for a nominal bond. The 
other component reflects the inflation-hedging charac-
teristics of a nominal bond. If longer-term bonds, for 
example, are more susceptible than shorter-term bonds 
to having their realized nominal returns over a given 
holding period wiped out to some extent by unexpect-
ed inflation (because of capital losses on the bonds), 
then they will be less desirable to own and will require 
extra return as compensation. Even if investors do not 
require a risk premium to bear consumption risk, the 
nominal term premium would still exist if the inflation-
hedging characteristics of bonds differed across bond 
maturities.10 

Benninga and Protopapadakis point out that only if 
nominal and real bond prices are highly correlated will 
nominal and real term premia have the same sign. In the 
extreme, if expected inflation were constant, real and 
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nominal term premia would be identical, but in general 
they will be different and each may vary over time. 
Variability in real and nominal term premia contributes 
to shifts in the slope of the nominal term structure.11 

Uncertainty about the future price level drives an-
other wedge between nominal and real interest rates 
and is also another component of nominal term pre-
mia. This type of uncertainty is called the Jensen's in-
equality effect, identified by Stanley Fischer (1975), 
among others.12 As the volatility of the price level in-
creases (or equivalently, as the inflation rate becomes 
more volatile), the nominal interest rate falls relative 
to the real rate, other things being equal. The magni-
tude of the Jensen inequality effect depends only on 
the degree of variability of the future price level (tech-
nically, on its variance and possibly higher moments 
as well), not on the risk aversion of the consumers/ 
investors in the economy. The effect is a mathematical 
phenomenon and does represent compensation for 
bearing risk. 

Box 2 gives some simple examples of Jensen's in-
equality as applied to the expected rate of inflation as 
well as the economic intuition underlying the exam-
ples. Dilip K. Shome, Stephen D. Smith, and John M. 
Pinkerton (1988) found empirically that the Jensen in-
equality effect is not statistically significant in the 
Fisher relation, whereas their measure of the nominal 
risk premium is highly significant.13 

Model-Based Studies of the Term Structure. Two 
recent studies, by George G. Pennacchi (1991) and 
Tong-sheng Sun (1992), use explicit models of the 
nominal and real term structures to measure the real 
rate of interest and expected rate of inflation. These 
studies employ a class of models that restrict interest 
rate movements along the term structure in such a way 
that there are no arbitrage opportunities possible (see 
Abken 1990). In other words, the models imply that 
the ex ante returns to investing in any bond or combi-
nation of bonds is the same for a given holding period, 
except for the possible addition of a risk premium 

(which augments the return but does not represent an 
arbitrage opportunity). Although these model-based 
studies are not about inflation forecasting per se, they 
do shed additional light on the results of regression-
based studies. 

Unlike previous research based on continuous-time 
term structure models, Pennacchi (1991) and Sun (1992) 
worked out tractable models that allow for the nonneu-
trality of money (specifically, an inverse correlation of 
real interest rates and expected inflation). The most 
important aspect of these models for the current dis-
cussion is their basic setup. Both assume that all term 
structure movements are driven by a small set of so-
called state variables, which are the sources of unpre-
dictability in interest rates. Both researchers use data 
sets on Treasury bill yields of various maturities to in-
fer the relationship between the real rate and expected 
inflation. This approach contrasts with regression-
based methods that examine the relationship at each 
maturity in isolation. The model-based approach cap-
tures the dynamics of the interest variables and is not 
intended to assess the forecasting performance of in-
terest rates. Pennacchi's and Sun's work may be useful 
in gauging how expected inflation and real rates move 
through time. 

Pennacchi estimated the parameters for two theoret-
ical processes (that is, equations that describe the dy-
namics of variables) for the expected rate of inflation 
and for the real interest rate. A determinant of the real 
interest rate is the rate of return on physical capital, 
which represents the real wealth in the economy. The 
rate of return on capital is affected by the expected rate 
of inflation; consequently, the real rate of interest is al-
so partly determined by expected inflation. The reverse 
is also assumed to be true. The expected rate of infla-
tion is partly driven by the contemporaneous return on 
capital and by shocks to that return. Thus, like Sar-
gent's earlier work on the Fisher relation, expected in-
flation and real interest rates are mutually determined 
in this model. 

Box 2 

The J e n s e n ' s inequali ty e f f ec t is i l lustrated us ing a 
simple example based on the mathematical derivation of 
the F i s h e r t h e o r e m in B e n n i n g a and P r o t o p a p a d a k i s 
(1983) . Even if investors do not require compensa t ion 
for bearing risk (that is, if they are risk neutral), the real 
interest rate will not be equal to the nominal rate less the 

rate of expec ted inflat ion when inf lat ion is s tochast ic . 
The basic point of the example below is to show that the 
expected inflation rate is not equal to the reciprocal of 
the expected change in the purchasing power of money 
and that the gap between these quantities widens as un-
certainty increases. 
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The inflation rate measures the change in the nominal 
(dollar) value of a given basket of goods and services. 
The related concept of change in purchasing power as-
sesses the change in the real value (in terms of the basket 
of goods and services) that a f ixed nominal value will 
buy, that is, the number of units of the basket. Symboli-
cally, for current price level pQ (measured by an index) 
and future price level p, E(p/p0) represents one plus the 
expected inflation rate, and Eipjp) denotes one plus the 
expec t ed c h a n g e in p u r c h a s i n g p o w e r . A l t h o u g h the 
Fisher relation is typically stated using expected infla-
tion, purchasing power is more closely connected to the 
pricing of nominal assets.1 

Suppose the initial price level p{) equals 1 and the fu-
ture price level p takes values 1.05 with probability .5 or 
1.15 with probabili ty .5. (That is, fu ture inflation rates 
are 5 percent or 15 percent. This will be called the low 
inflation uncertainty case.) The (mathematically) expect-
ed price level is 

E(p) = (.5 • 1.05) + ( . 5 - 1.15) = 1.10, 

and the expected inflation rate is [E(p)/p0 - 1J) • 100 = 
10%. On the other hand, calculating the expected change 
in purchasing power entails taking the expected value of 
the reciprocals of the fu ture price levels: 

E{Mp) = .5(1/1.05) + .5(1/1.15) = .91097, 

which is not the same as \JE(p) = .90909. In other words, 
money's purchasing power is expected to drop by \E(\/p) -
1] • 100 = - 8 . 9 % (after rounding) as compared with the case of 
constant 10 percent inflation in which the loss is - 9 .1 percent. 
The Jensen's inequality term is therefore approximately 

E(l/p) - [1 /E(p)] = .001882 or .19%. 

In this example , an uncertain inflation rate slightly re-
duces the loss of expected purchasing power of money. 

Now suppose the price level becomes more variable. 
The future price may go to 1.2 with probability .5 or stay 
unchanged at 1 with probability .5. (That is, future infla-
tion is now 0 percent or 20 percent.) Repeating the earlier 
calculation, the expected inflation rate is still 10 percent, 
leaving 1 /E(p) unchanged. However , 

E(l/p) = .5(1/1.2) + (.5 • 1) = .91666, o r - 8 . 3 % , 

T h e Jensen ' s inequality e f fec t is shown in Chart A, 
which graphs the reciprocal of the price level against the 
price level itself. The low inflation uncertainty case, de-
noted by E, has an expected change in purchasing power 
represented by the midpoint of the chord within the hyper-
bola of the reciprocal price level. This point lies above 
1 /E(p) on the graph. The high inflation uncertainty case, 
denoted by / / , has a chord that lies above the previous one 
and thus it has a higher midpoint, representing a greater 
increase in purchasing power. Note that the expected in-
flation rate of 10 percent is the same in both cases. 

The economic intuition behind this example is that a 
more variable inflation rate results in an increase in the 
expected purchasing power of money , making nominal 
b o n d s re la t ive ly m o r e a t t r ac t ive . O the r t h i n g s b e i n g 
equal, greater variability of inflation drives nominal bond 
prices up and their interest rates down relative to the real 
interest rate. Conceptually, the adjustment occurs so that 
in equilibrium investors are indifferent concerning hold-
ing nominal or real bonds. 

Chart A 
The Effect of Inflation Uncertainty on the 

Purchasing Power of Money 

Future Price Level 

Note: The convexity of the graph of 1/P is greatly exaggerated 
for clarity. The vertical axis shows \E (1/P) - 1] X 100. 

making 

E(\/p) - \ l/E(p)] = .007575, or .76%. 

Thus, a more variable or uncertain inflation rate increas-
es the expected purchasing power of money , E(pjp). 

Note 

1. Fama (1975,1976) formulates the Fisher relation in terms 
of purchasing power, not expected inflation. See also 
Benninga and Protopapadakis (1983) and Shome, Smith, 
and Pinkerton (1988). 
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To estimate the behavior of expected inflation, Pen-
nacchi relied on the National Bureau of Economic-
Research (NBER) and the American Statistical Asso-
ciation (ASA) surveys of inflation predications by pro-
fessional forecasters. Michael P. Keane and David E. 
Runkle (1990) found that these forecasts are unbiased 
and rational, consistent with the rational expectations 
assumptions underlying Pennacchi's model. 

Pennacchi is not testing any particular theory about 
why a mutual dependence might exist between expect-
ed inflation and the real rate of interest. His purpose is 
to estimate econometrically the correlation between the 
real interest rate and expected inflation and how both 
variables react when one or the other is "shocked" 
away from its equilibrium level. The structure imposed 
on estimation by a term structure model enables him 
to make detailed predictions of the mutual dynamics 
of these two variables. 

From 1968 to 1988, the "instantaneous" correlation 
between the innovation (unpredicted component) of 
expected inflation and that of the real interest rate was 
a statistically significant - .376. Consistent with Mish-
kin's results using regression-based methods for the 
shorter-maturity yield curve, Pennacchi found that the 
real interest rate is much more volatile than the expected 
rate of inflation. Unlike Mishkin, Pennacchi has mod-
eled real and nominal risk premia and thus separately 
identifies movements in the real interest rate, rather 
than movements in a composite of real interest rate 
and risk premia. The model also reveals that the real 
rate of interest is much slower to return to its equilibri-
um level than expected inflation is to return to its cor-
responding equilibrium rate. 

Sun (1992) achieves modeling objectives similar to 
Pennacchi's in statistically characterizing the dynam-
ics of the real interest rate and expected inflation. Sun 
extends the celebrated Cox-lngersoll-Ross (CIR) term 
structure model (see Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross 1985b 
and Abken 1990) to allow for money nonneutrality. 
One important feature of the CIR model is that the 
volatility of nominal and real interest rate processes is 
proportional to the level of the shortest-term interest 
rate. This characteristic accords with empirical evi-
dence in a number of studies (see K.C. Chan and oth-
ers 1992). That is, nominal and real interest rates tend 
to be more volatile when rates are high than when 
rates are low. Pennacchi's model assumes that nomi-
nal and real rates have constant volatility, an assump-
tion that potentially biases his estimates because his 
model may be misspecified. (Of course, the CIR mod-
el may also misspecify the volatility.) Sun posits a 
process generating expected inflation, but he does not 

rely on survey data to estimate the parameters of that 
process. Instead, he uses data on the Consumer Price 
Index and statistically models the joint conditional dis-
tribution of his (unobservable) state variables and the 
rate of inflation. The prices of two Treasury bills of 
different maturity serve to substitute (instrument) for 
the unobservable variables. The bond prices are com-
plicated nonlinear functions of the state variables and 
price index; this is the point at which the CIR model, 
modified for money nonneutrality, comes into play. 

Like Pennacchi, Sun rejects the hypothesis of mon-
ey neutrality. The correlation coefficient between the 
unobservable state variable summarizing uncertainty 
in the real economy and the inflation rate is signifi-
cantly positive (not zero). Sun does not estimate a cor-
relation between real interest rates and expected in-
flation, but the implication of his result is the same, 
namely, that the strict Fisher relation does not hold and 
expected real rates are not independent of expected in-
flation. He estimates a positive nominal risk premium, 
which means that the nominal interest rate is greater 
than the real rate plus expected inflation. Furthermore, 
because of the CIR specification, the magnitude of the 
risk premium varies over time in proportion to the lev-
el of the state variable, whereas Pennacchi's risk pre-
mia are constant over time. Nevertheless, both models 
produce qualitatively similar graphs of the real interest 
rate and expected inflation. 

The work of Pennacchi and Sun reveals that real 
short-term interest rates undergo significant variation. 
The real interest rate was more volatile than expected 
inflation during the 1970s and 1980s.14 These find-
ings help to clarify Mishkin's regression results, which 
indicate that at the short end of the yield curve varia-
tions in nominal yields reflect (and forecast) changes 
in the slope of the real term structure, not changes in 
expected inflation. Regression-based methods alone 
cannot sort out the factors moving the real term struc-
ture. 

inflation and the Longer-Maturity 
Term Structure 

Mishkin (1990b) extended his investigation of the 
term structure to maturities of longer than one year. 
He reestimated his inflation-change regressions for 
zero-coupon bonds, derived f rom actually traded 
coupon-bearing bonds. These bonds were constructed 
with maturities of one, two, three, four, and five years; 
all yield spreads were formed relative to the one-year 
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bond. The corresponding changes in the CPI were 
similarly computed. 

Mishkin generally found that the estimated pmn are 
greater than unity, sometimes near 2.0, and are all sta-
tistically significant. As noted earlier in the discussion 
of shorter-maturity term structure, the slope coefficient 
from the inflation-change regression depends on the 
correlation between the expected change in the infla-
tion rate and the spread in the real interest rate as well 
as on the relative volatility of the expected change in 
the inflation rate and the real interest rate spread. Dur-
ing his 1953-87 sample period, the correlation ranged 
from - .7 to -.95, depending on the underlying discount-
bond maturity. According to Mishkin's interpretation, 
this correlation, combined with high volatility of ex-
pected inflation, pushes the slope coefficient toward 
values near 2, particularly in regressions using longer-
term discount bonds. 

The regression /?2's (the ratio of explained to total 
variation in the change in inflation) was 20 percent at 
the two-year maturity (m = 2) and more than 40 per-
cent for four- and five-year maturities. These results 
compare with R2,s for the shorter-maturity inflation 
change regressions of less than 10 percent and with 
those of less than 5 percent for maturities less than 
nine months . Thus , longer-matur i ty interest rate 
spreads have statistically significant power to forecast 
changes in future inflation. 

Charts 5-8 illustrate Mishkin's results for the longer-
maturity term structure by means of scatter plots using 
quarterly sampled monthly observat ions on yield 
changes and inflation changes for the 1964-91 sample 
period. These are parallel to Charts 2-4, although all 
changes are now expressed in terms of the one-year 
bond yield and one-year rate of inflation. The values of 
(m, n), in years, are (2,1), (3, 1), (4,1), (5, 1) for Charts 5-8, 
respectively. As before, squares represent pre-October 
1979 observations, and diamonds stand for post-October 
1979 observations. The scatter plots show a distinct ten-
dency for points to cluster in the northeast and south-
west quadrants, which indicates spread predictions of 
subsequent inflation in the right direction. 

Fama (1990) also studied one- to five-year maturity 
discount bonds constructed from coupon bonds, and his 
work is very similar to Mishkin's (1990b) in methodol-
ogy and results. Fama focused on the forecast power of 
the spread between five- and one-year discount bond 
yields because other intermediate spreads are almost 
perfectly correlated with this spread. The spread serves 
as a single explanatory variable in several related re-
gressions. One equation is an inflation-change regres-
sion identical to Mishkin's. Fama also regresses the ex 

post change in the real interest rate, defined as the 
change in the one-year (spot) rate minus the change in 
the CPI, over fixed periods from one to five years long. 
A third equation regresses the change in the one-year 
rate on the spread. As Fama shows, by definition the ex 
post change in the real rate plus the change in inflation 
equals the change in the spot rate. Thus, the regression 
coefficients—that is, constant term and slope—in the 
estimated real rate and inflation equations sum across 
regressions to their estimated values in the spot rate 
equation. (Mishkin makes the same point in his re-
search.) Finally, Fama also regressed the term premi-
um, measured by the ex post holding period return on 
discount bonds of two to five years in maturity minus 
the one-year rate, on the spread. In assessing the re-
gression results, Fama observed that "the yield spread 
is the jack-of-all-trades. It responds to information 
about term premiums and future spot rates, inflation 
rates, and real returns" (73). He emphasizes that varia-
tion in expected term premiums, which appear to be 
correlated with the business cycle, obscure the fore-
casts of the yield spread for the other variables. The re-
gression evidence indicates that this variation grows 
stronger as maturity lengthens. 

A consequence of the spread's containing informa-
tion about a number of variables is that it forecasts 
each imperfectly if the variables are not themselves 
perfectly correlated with one another. Particularly for 
one-year bonds, the spread predicts changes in the real 
rate that are of opposite sign and almost equal magni-
tude to changes in expected inflation. Again for the 
one-year bond, the R2 is 23 percent for the inflation 
equation but only about half that amount for the real 
interest rate equation. As the horizon lengthens to a 
maximum of five years, the spread continues to have 
significant forecast power for inflation but virtually 
none for the real rate. Another way to view Fama's re-
gression results is to examine the spot rate equation. 
The offsetting coefficients for the inflation and real 
rate equations necessarily imply that the spread has no 
value in predicting changes in the spot rate. Only at 
longer horizons does the spread have utility in fore-
casting the change in the spot rate, precisely because 
changes in that rate are predominantly determined by 
changes in expected inflation. 

A recent study, by Werner F.M. De Bondt and Mary 
M. Bange (1992), has challenged the view that inflation 
forecast errors are rational in the sense that Mishkin 
and Fama assume. As discussed above, Mishkin's and 
Fama's interpretation of the slope coefficient in the 
inflation-change regressions hinges on inflation fore-
cast errors not exhibiting systematic errors. There is no 
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Chart 5 
One-Year Inflation Change versus Two-Year-One-Year Yield Spread, 

Treasury Bonds 
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Chart 6 
Two-Year Inflation Change versus Three-Year-One-Year Yield Spread, 
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Chart 7 
Three-Year Inflation Change versus Four-Year-One-Year Yield Spread, 

Treasury Bonds 
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Chart 8 
Four-Year Inflation Change versus Five-Year-One-Year Yield Spread, 
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way to know whether systematic inflation forecast errors 
influence the regression results without additional in-
formation on expectcd inflation. (Fama and Mishkin 
simply assume that the forecast errors arc unsystemat-
ic.) De Bondt and Bange try to address this issue directly 
by using survey information on inflation expectations.15 

De Bondt and Bange use the Livingston forecasts of 
the CPI, which are given semiannually by a large group 
of economists. The mean forecast at each survey date is 
taken as the market expectation. They conclude from 
their tests of these forecasts that "expectations are in-
sufficiently adaptive: if the economists paid more atten-
tion to recent inflation, and interpreted the prevailing 
rate as less of a surprise, they would not make the same 
error repeatedly" (485). Contrary to the rational expec-
tations assumption, the survey forecast errors are sys-
tematically biased. 

Using another set of regression tests, De Bondt and 
Bange determine that the inflation forecasts implicit in 
interest rates are also biased, essentially in the same 
way Fisher had noticed more than sixty years ago: 
nominal interest rates rise too slowly as inflation rates 
accelerate and decline too sluggishly as inflation rates 
abate. The Livingston survey data and nominal interest 
rate spreads predicting inflation over the same horizon 
were found to be highly con-elated, implying that the 
two are biased in the same way. 

De Bondt and Bange's strongest results concern 
the ability of past inflation forecast errors to predict 
ex post term premia. These term premia were com-
puted as the excess returns on discount bonds with 
maturities of one, two, three, four, five, and ten years 
over the six-month Treasury bill return. If investors 
are risk averse, term premia—consisting of nominal 
and real risk premia as well as Jensen's inequality 
components—should be predictable by variables that 
measure risk and volatility. However, as De Bondt 
and Bange point out, no researchers have convincing-
ly identified ex ante observable economic variables 
that predict variations in term premia. The only pre-
dictor has been interest rate spreads (as in Fama 
1990). Dc Bondt and Bange found that past survey in-
flation forecast errors (known at the current date) pre-
dict ex post term premia (computed for holding periods 
starting at the current date). Overpredictions of infla-
tion arc correlated with higher ex post term premia 
and underpredictions with lower ex post term premia. 
This finding runs counter to efficient markets theory 
because past inflation forecast errors are not plausibly 
regarded as measures of risk. Such easily obtained in-
formation as past inflation forecast errors should have 
no value in predicting future interest rates in an effi-

cient, "rational" market. De Bondt and Bange con-
clude that "the inertia in expectations may be rational 
if we consider the costs and benefits of more accurate 
forecasts and/or possible regime changes [for example, 
changes in Federal Reserve operating procedures] 
(with the implication that rational expectations resem-
ble adaptive expectations)" (495). Their research casts 
doubt on Mishkin 's analysis and interpretation of 
yield spread forecasts of changes in inflation and real 
interest rates. Nevertheless, they agree with Mishkin 
and Fama that, over longer horizons, interest rate 
spreads are reliable, though biased, predictors of fu-
ture inflation. 

One line of criticism of De Bondt and Bange's work 
is that all of their results derive from the Livingston 
survey data, the quality of which is very much open to 
question. Mishkin (1981a, 1981b) was an early critic 
of the biases in the Livingston data that were then im-
puted to market expectations generally. More recently, 
Keane and Runkle (1990) argued that not all econo-
mists polled in compiling the Livingston forecasts are 
professional forecasters and therefore some do not 
have an economic incentive to be informed and accurate 
in their projections. Keane and Runkle also stressed 
that averaging across forecasts to get a "consensus" 
forecast when individual respondents have different 
private information can lead to severe biases detected in 
rationality tests. In light of Keane and Runkle's study, 
Pennacchi (1991) relied on the NBER-ASA forecasts, 
which represent profess ional forecas ters ' predic-
tions.16 One should be concerned that on the one hand 
Keane and Runkle determined that the quarterly 
NBER-ASA forecasts of the Gross National Product 
deflator pass properly constructed rationality tests, yet 
on the other the monthly Livingston CPI survey fore-
casts appear to be so biased in De Bondt and Bange's 
tests. Further investigation of this issue is needed. 

Conclusion 

Nominal interest rates are determined by a variety of 
factors that limit their accuracy in predicting the future 
course of any single factor. The expected rate of infla-
tion has long been considered an important influence 
on interest rates. However, other factors that obscure 
the information in the yield curve about future infla-
tion may vary substantially over time. Fluctuations in 
real interest rates, real and nominal risk premia, and 
inflation uncertainty components potentially cloud the 
term structure's information on inflation. 
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Despile the complexity of interest rates, most people 
who want to gauge inflation expectations turn to the 
yield curve. There are clearly many unresolved issues 
concerning the behavior and dynamics of nominal in-
terest rates and their relation to expected inflation. 
Nevertheless, recent empirical research demonstrates 

that the yield curve does give a relatively reliable fore-
cast of inflation, particularly at longer horizons. A fruit-
ful area for future research is assessing the comparative 
value of implicit yield-curve forecasts versus alterna-
tive methods for making longer-term inflation fore-
casts. 

N o t e s 

1. All discussion is in terms of the Treasury yield curve be-
cause firm- or agency-specific credit risk complicates the 
analysis for non-Treasury bonds. 

2. See Humphrey (1983, 7) for the arbitrage argument Fisher 
used in deriving this formula. 

3. Sargent tests for mutual feedback statistically and argues that 
the apparent mutual dependence works indirectly through 
other omitted variables that influence inflation and interest 
rates. He developed a simple macroeconomic model that 
gives rise to the Gibson paradox in artificial data simulated 
by the model. Unlike Fisher 's explanation, long lags in 
forming expectations of inflation play no role in Sargent's 
model. He concludes that simple regressions of interest 
rates on current and lagged inflation rates do not necessarily 
provide any information on the process of expectations for-
mation. 

4. Because Fama computed Treasury bill returns assuming 
that bills were held to maturity, the return is the same as the 
yield—that is, a bill matures with fixed face value, which 
means that its rate of return is known at the time of pur-
chase. The future return would be uncertain if the bill were 
sold before maturity. 

5. See Mishkin (1981b. 164) for references as well as Fama's 
critics cited above. 

6. The inflation rate is computed as the annualized difference 
in logarithms of the seasonally unadjusted Consumer Price 
Index. The inflation change is then the difference in infla-
tion rates over an /?7-month horizon versus an //-month hori-
zon, where m > //. The interest rate data are from the Center 
for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) and are end-of-
month annualized, continuously compounded yields. End-
of-month yields are aligned with the following month's CPI 
in estimating the regressions. The first month 's observa-
tions each quarter were included in the scatter plots, and the 
regressions were run on these sampled data points. 

7. Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985a, 372) make the point that 
the real interest rate can be different from the expected rate 
of return of direct investments in physical capital (or equi-
ties) because of the differences in the hedging characteris-
tics of investment in real bonds or physical capital. The real 
rate of interest can in principle be greater than the rate of re-
turn on physical capital if equities hedge against future 
shocks to consumption. In effect, investments in real or pur-
chasing power bonds in this ease would require a risk pre-
mium—extra compensat ion—to induce investors to buy 

these bonds. Further discussion of the real risk premium is 
given later in this section. 

8. This discussion of real (inflation-indexed) bonds should be 
viewed as a thought experiment because real bonds do not 
trade in the United States. 

9. Consider the following two-period (three-date) example us-
ing discount bond prices. The forward price of a real bond 
to be issued one period from now and maturing one period 
later is by definition equal to the two-period bond price di-
vided by the one-period bond price. In a risk-neutral world, 
this forward price is the expected price of the one-period 
bond to be issued one period from now. In a world with 
risk-averse investors, however, the forward price equals the 
expected one-period price plus a risk premium. Technical-
ly, this risk premium is proportional to the covariance of the 
investors' discounted marginal rate of substitution (ratio of 
future to current marginal utilities of consumption) with 
next per iod 's one-period bond price. In plain English, a 
two-period bond will include a positive risk premium if the 
sale of that bond after the first period generates a capital 
loss at the same time that consumption is low (and con-
versely capital gains when consumption is high). On the 
other hand, the maturing one-period bond pays off its lace 
amount of the commodity-services basket (see Box 2). In 
other words, the covariance of return with consumption for 
the longer-term bond makes it a poorer consumption hedge 
than the shorter-term bond. 

10. This inflation-hedge component would be present even if 
investors were risk neutral. Technically, the nominal risk 
premium is proportional to the covariance of the product of 
the marginal rate of substitution and change in purchasing 
power with the price of the future one-period nominal bond 
(in the context of the two-period example in note 9). Risk 
neutrality implies a constant MRS, making the covariance 
simply between purchasing power and the nominal bond 
price, which is not a risk premium per se. 

11. Empirical researchers often lump any variation in nominal 
rates arising from nominal and real risk premia (and uncer-
tainty components) into their measure of the real interest 
rate, as is the case in Mishkin's application of the Fisher re-
lation in Box 1. See also Mishkin (1981b, 167) and De 
Bondt and Bange (1992, 490). 

12. See especially Benninga and Protopapadakis (1983, 859) 
for a derivation of Fisher's theorem under conditions of un-
certainty. 
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13. In particular, their test of the Fisher relation could not dis-
criminate between measures of expected price change in 
terms of inflation or changes in purchasing power. Both 
were estimated with coefficients insignificantly different 
from one, the theoretical value as implied by the Fisher re-
lation. 

In a slightly different context, Campbell (1986) found 
that a Jensen inequality effect that distinguishes several ver-
sions of the expectations hypothesis of the term structure is 
of second-order importance and can be ignored in empirical 
work. 

14. Sun does not discuss the derived time series for expected 
inflation and real interest rate in any detail, except to note 
that expected inflation is much "smoother" than actual in-
flation. Both series are plotted in his Figure 1. Pennacchi's 

are shown in his Figure 7. Sun observes that the nominal 
risk premium is positive but does not analyze any other 
characteristics of the derived premium, which would have 
been an interesting exercise. 

15. Pennacchi also used survey information, although his pur-
pose was different from Dc Bondt and Bange's. Based on 
the work of Keane and Runkle that showed how the quar-
terly NBER-ASA survey data satisfy the rational expecta-
tions assumptions, he used the survey data as an input in 
estimating a nominal term structure model. 

16. Pennacchi addressed the aggregation bias issue identified 
by Keane and Runkle by using the median instead of the 
mean forecast error, a choice that puts less weight on ex-
treme individual forecasts. 
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rhe Consumer Price Index (CPI) is one of the most closely fol-
lowed economic indicators of conditions in the U.S. economy. It 
is one of a number of broad price indexes that attempt to measure 
inflation—that is, the rate of change in prices. For many reasons, 
a sound measure of price changes, especially at the consumer lev-

el, is important. CPI data are used by monetary and fiscal policymakers, by 
participants in financial markets, by economic forecasters, by people writing 
contracts with cost escalation clauses (cost-of-living adjustments, or COLAs), 
and by average consumers who worry about whether pay raises are keeping 
up with prices for goods and services purchased. In addition, the federal 
government uses the CPI to adjust Social Security payments and income tax 
brackets and standard deductions for personal income taxes. 

For all these users of CPI data, it is important that the data accurately mea-
sure what is intended. However, a number of economy watchers have ques-
tioned the accuracy of the CPI and several of its components.1 One important 
set of components that has been called into question on several occasions 
measures housing rental costs.2 Most recently this set of measures has raised 
questions when during the recession of 1990-91 and subsequent recovery— 
while housing prices were depressed, apartment vacancy rates remained high, 
and hotel vacancies were rising—rental CPI components were stronger than 
expected. Because these rental components make up more than one-fouith 
of the CPI, including figures for residential rent (tenant-occupied housing), 
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owners ' equivalent rent (owner-occupied housing), 
and lodging while out of town, the concern over rental 
components is legitimate.3 Possible flaws in such a 
considerable portion of the CPI ' s components by 
weight would certainly call into question the CPI's 
overall accuracy as a measure of inflation. 

This article attempts to address the issue of how 
well the CPI rental components reflected actual condi-
tions from 1990 to 1992 and examines the sources of 
apparent divergence. The discussion first explains 
BLS methodologies for the housing rental series, in-
cluding changes in methodologies within the time 
frame studied that affected movement in the data. The 
various CPI rental components are then compared 
with corroborating independent data series to assess 
the validity of the CPI components. Two alternative 
hypotheses are considered that might help explain the 
divergence from expectations for the residential rent, 
owners ' equivalent rent, and lodging-while-out-of-
town CPI subcomponents. The first is that the BLS 
methodologies are flawed or no longer relevant. The 
second explanation investigated is the possibility that 
popular concepts of what is measured differ from what 
the CPI methodology actually covers. 

The CPI is a measure of the cost of goods or ser-
vices currently being consumed. It therefore seeks to 
measure the cost of housing services or, in other 
words, the cost of the use of shelter. Investment con-
siderations reflected in the cost of obtaining a house 
are not part of the consumption cost concept that the 
CPI attempts to measure. 

What Is the CPI? 

relative importance is essentially its original base-year 
weight multiplied by its price growth relative to other 
components. It is these share figures that reveal the 
significance of housing in the CPI.6 Table 1 shows the 
sizable shares that both the housing expenditure group 
and the rental components have in the CPI. 

The Significance of Housing 

Why are the rental components—owner-occupied, 
tenant-occupied, and lodging—critical for understand-
ing trends in the CPI? As was explained earlier, in sim-
ple terms housing rental components matter because 
they form a large portion of the CPI. The broader hous-
ing component makes up a little more than 40 percent 
of the overall CPI. The major share of shelter costs is 
for rent-related components, the two largest series of 
which are owners' equivalent rent and residential rent; 
both are measures of cost for the use of shelter. Own-
ers' equivalent rent (OER), discussed in greater detail 
below and in Robert F. Gillingham (1980), is essen-
tially the amount a homeowner would pay to rent or 
would earn from renting his or her home in a competi-
tive market. Residential rent (RR) measures the cost of 
tenant-occupied housing in a broad residential market. 
Pure rental components make up 20 percent of the CPI, 
and lodging components—hotels, motels, and school 
dormitories—add another 2 percent. It will be helpful 
in examining recent criticisms of these CPI series to 
understand the definitions and methodologies for cal-
culating residential rent, owners' equivalent rent, and 
lodging-while-out-of-town data. 

Precisely defined, the CPI is a measure of the aver-
age change in prices paid by urban consumers for a 
fixed market basket of goods and services.4 Current-
ly, the CPI includes approximately 360 categories of 
items, with the weight of each component series deter-
mined by actual consumer expenditure patterns as 
measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumer 
Expenditure Survey (CES). The market basket current-
ly used as a benchmark reflects the spending habits of 
urban consumers from 1982 to 1984, with categories 
generally assigned weights according to the average 
consumer expenditure in each category relative to total 
expenditures for items covered in the CPI."1 

It is significant that over time each component's rel-
ative importance in the index changes as component 
prices do not move together uniformly. A component's 

Rent of Shelter 

Although the two largest subcomponents of the 
housing category, owners' equivalent rent and residen-
tial rent, each measure costs of what generally are con-
sidered different types of housing, they are more closely 
related than it might seem initially. OER is designed to 
measure the cost of renting the same type and quality 
housing as that occupied by homeowners, excluding 
utilities but including maintenance. Such housing is 
almost entirely single-family homes but also includes 
town homes. Residential rent measures the cost of 
rental housing and includes rents for many types of 
multifamily and single-family units. The unifying factor 
is that both measure the cost or use of a shelter service. 
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While some variety and range in the types of hous-
ing are represented in costs for owners ' equivalent 
rent, the residential rent series covers a far broader 
spectrum of housing, and within this category rental 
housing having owner-occupied characteristics makes 
up only a portion of the tenant-occupied housing units. 
This overlap provides the key link between the estima-
tion of residential rent and OER. 

Data for both rent series come from the BLS hous-
ing survey, started in its current form in 1983 (with 
revisions in 1987).7 The housing unit sample is strati-
fied. That is, the sample is chosen to represent the vari-
ous types of rental and owner-occupied housing in use 
at the survey date. It consists of approximately 40,000 
rental units and 20,000 owner units. Each month only 
one-sixth of both the rental units and owner units are 
used to derive the CPI components. Each of the six 
panels is designed to be representative of the full sam-
ple. Either in person or by telephone, sample individual 
rental units are surveyed every six months and owner-
occupied units are contacted once every two years. 
However, as discussed further below, characteristics of 
owner-occupied housing units—the panels—are used 
every six months. 

Table 1 
Expenditure Groups and Relative Importance 

December 1992 

Expenditure Group Relative Importance 

CPI, Total 100.000 

Housing 41.404 
Shelter 27.880 

Renters' costs 7.993 
Residential rent 5.801 
Other renters' costs 2.192 

Lodging while out of town 1.938 
Lodging while at school 0.220 
Tenants' insurance 0.033 

Homeowners'costs 19.683 
Owners'equivalent rent 19.303 
Household insurance 0.380 
Maintenance and repairs 0.204 

Fuel and other utilities 7.280 

Household furnishings and operations 6.243 

Note: Official relative importance figures are published by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics only for December of each year. 

The BLS tracks rents for individual units as sepa-
rate time series. BLS field agents gather from tenants, 
managers, or owners of rental units information on the 
current month's rent and the previous month's, and al-
so on services provided. From owner-occupied units, 
they obtain an estimated or implicit rent, the amount 
for which the owner says the unit would rent on the 
market. Field agents also collect information on the 
characteristics of the housing units, including structure 
type, number of rooms, and the age of the unit. The 
sample is stratified, based on census information about 
neighborhood and average rent level (classified as high, 
medium, or low). Since a respondent's estimate of the 
implicit rent of owner-occupied units may not appear 
to be reasonable in comparison with similar housing, 
field agents are allowed to enter their own estimates, and 
the field agent's estimate is used. 

A weighted-average process has been used to calcu-
late the residential rent index since 1978. On the basis 
of housing survey data, changes are estimated (after ad-
justments for changes in quality) by calculating one-
month-ago and six-month-ago percent changes for 
residential rent units surveyed in the latest month. The 
rental index numbers are moved by a weighted average 
of the one-month and six-month percent changes, with 
the one-month change getting a weight of 65 percent. 
Percentage changes are applied using stratified compo-
nents. Rents are quality-adjusted for each month's aging 
of the units surveyed. The only changes in the process 
have been the selection of new samples, new sample-
selection criteria, improvements in noninterview im-
putations, and updates in automation procedures for 
adjustments for quality change. Prior to 1978, the resi-
dential rent index was calculated by comparing the cur-
rent month's rents with earlier rents over different time 
periods. Quality adjustments have always been made. 

For owners' equivalent rent, the answers to the sur-
vey for implicit rent (including any adjustments by 
field agents) are important only for the initial estimate 
for each unit. After that is established, subsequent val-
ues of implicit rent for a given unit are derived by us-
ing changes in rent that occur in a specific subsample 
of the residential rent units used for the residential rent 
index. Essentially, the BLS computes changes in OER 
by using rent changes for housing units in the resi-
dential rent survey that have characteristics similar to 
owner units. A computerized selection process match-
es—by location, structure type, and other general 
characteristics—individual owner-occupied units with 
similar units in the residential rent sample. The BLS 
first looks for perfect matches and then, as necessary, 
relaxes constraints one at a time until a satisfactory set 
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of renters' rental units is found for all owners. After 
the initial interview, owners' responses on housing 
characteristics become the important information be-
cause it is the match of housing characteristics to cor-
responding rental units that identifies which rental 
units will effect a change in OER. 

Once the matching process is completed, OER is es-
timated in the same technical manner as residential rent. 
Even though owner units are contacted only every two 
years to check for quality and tenure changes, they are 
used in the matching process and index calculation 
steps every six months. In essence, a subset of the rental 
sample that best matches owner-occupied housing is 
used to estimate the owners' equivalent rent index. 

There was a subtle change in this OER methodolo-
gy in 1987. In the period from 1983 to 1986, when the 
BLS began using rental units in neighborhoods that 
were owner-occupied to estimate changes in the OER 
component, the rental units were not always of owner-
occupied quality or characteristics; some units were 
apartments and other types of multifamily units, and 
the percentage they accounted for is unknown. In 1987 
the BLS began sorting units specifically and confirm-
ing owner-occupied characteristics. 

Definitional Differences in Rent. Measured rent 
covers different things for the OER and RR compo-
nents of the CPI. Rent figures collected in the housing 
survey are on a contract basis for residential rent, and 
therefore might include utilities or other additional 
costs, but are on a pure rent basis for owners' equiva-
lent rent. For residential rent, the contract covering spe-
cific housing units defines the changes in collected 
rents and in services provided. These collected rents in-
clude any labor involved as part of payment and all ser-
vices and facilities provided on a contract basis, such 
as furniture or utilities. The pure rent basis for owners' 
equivalent rent focuses solely on the cost of renting 
shelter, excluding other items covered elsewhere in the 
CPI like utilities, insurance, and furniture. Owners' 
equivalent rent subtracts payment for the furniture and 
utilities if they are included in the rent estimates.8 

Both rental components are adjusted for changes in 
quality. If there has been a major structural change in 
an owner unit, an appropriate adjustment is made in the 
level of rent. Adjustments are also made for changes in 
services and facilities provided by the landlord—for 
example, eliminating the inclusion of utilities in the 
rent or adding a room to an apartment. Beginning in 
1988 the BLS also began to adjust rent for aging, 
which is viewed as reducing the quality of housing 
units. Table 2 summarizes the historical approaches to 
measuring home ownership costs in the CPI. 

Residential rent and owners' equivalent rent are 
closely related in terms of how they are estimated. 
Each is payment for a service, and both are dependent 
upon the same survey data for their estimates. A later 
section will review how well each of the series corrob-
orates related data series. 

Z o d g i n g W h i l e O u t o f T o w n 

The lodging-while-out-of-town component of the 
CPI is a very different rent measure from the OER and 
RR. For the purposes of this article it is, however, im-
portant to examine it because it is a rent component— 
measuring the cost of use of shelter—and its move-
ment over the 1990-91 period diverged markedly from 
general expectations of what was appropriate for then-
existing economic conditions. 

The lodging-while-out-of-town housing subcompo-
nent has an interesting history; recent methodological 
improvements have had a sizable impact on its patterns. 
This component essentially measures changes in lodg-
ing costs at hotels and motels and was first introduced 
into the CPI in January 1964. Movement in the index is 
based on rate changes for hotel and motel rooms rented 
for pleasure or family activities and excludes business, 
institutional, and convention use. Several specific char-
acteristics are priced: the number of occupants, room 
location and number, type and number of beds, and 
amenities available (for example, telephone, television, 
and transportation). Taxes charged to the consumer are 
included as part of the total fees. These can include 
sales taxes, hotel/motel taxes, special facility and ser-
vices taxes, and any taxes levied by special authorities 
for specific purposes, such as constructing and operat-
ing convention centers and tourist facilities. 

The choice of geographic area covered by the series 
has been an important part of its methodology and has 
been a critical factor behind apparent changes in be-
havior. The recent acceleration in the component's rate 
of increase can be accounted for largely by the re-
laxation in geographic constraints for selection of ho-
tels and motels in the sample. Originally and through 
1986, quotes were limited to hotels and motels in the 
CPI's geographically defined pricing areas, the urban 
areas covered by the CPI. Before 1978, outlets (the es-
tablishments being priced) were selected from national 
travel directories for lodging and included national 
chain hotels/motels and individual, local facilities.9 

Starting in 1978, unemployment insurance files, which 
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Table 2 
Historical Approaches to Measuring Homeownership 

In the Consumer Price Index 

Time Period Index Title 

Home 
Purchase 

Used? 
Other Homeowners' 

Costs in Index? 
Index Used for 

Homeowners' Costs Details 

1. Pre-1953 CPI-W No Yes Rent index Cost and weights of home purchase, mortgage principal, 
capital improvements considered as investments and 
excluded. Weights for home maintenance, interest, 
taxes, and insurance moved by rent. 

2. 1953-63 CPI-W Yes Yes Separate items priced 
for homeownership 

Home purchase added using weight of homes purchased 
during expenditure survey. Also added indexes for 
mortgage interest, incidental expenses, ground rent, 
taxes, repairs, and improvements. 

3. 1964-77 CPI-W Yes Yes Same as 2 New expenditure weights used. 

4. 1978-82 CPI-U and 
CPI-W 

Yes Yes Same as 2 New expenditure weights used, mortgage interest and 
FHA sample problems. 

5. 1967-82 CPI-U X1 No No Rent index CPI-U rerun excluding home purchase, mortgage 
interest, property taxes, property insurance, 
maintenance and repairs indexes. Rent index 
reweighted and substituted. X-1 started in 1980, 
now extends back through 1967. 

6. 1983-86 CPI-U (and 
CPI-W for 
1985-86) 

No No* Owners' Equivalent 
Rent 

Individual rental units reweighted by homeowner/ 
renter ratio. Home purchase price, mortgage 
property taxes excluded. 

7. 1983-84 CPI-W Yes Yes Same as 2 Conversion to OER for the CPI-W occurred two 
years after CPI-U change. 

8. 1987-present CPI-U and 
CPI-W 

No No* Owners' Equivalent 
Rent 

Homeowners' implicit rents moved by change in 
matched pure rents. New weights and sample. 

* Except for homeowner purchases of insurance, maintenance and repairs, and appliances, which are included and reweighted equal to renters. 
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contain the names, locations, and number of employ-
ees for hotels and motels across the country, were used 
as the universe for selecting sample outlets to be 
priced, with the probability of being selected propor-
tional to an establishment 's number of employees. 
While the intent was to capture rates for travel and 
pleasure for consumers in the covered urban areas, 
lodging outlets were still restricted to those within the 
CPI urban areas and therefore did not necessarily re-
flect consumer rates in locations where consumers 
tended to vacation. In 1983 the method for selecting 
hotel and motel outlets began to change and when fully 
implemented would affect index movement. The new 
method changed from the CPI independent sourcing of 
hotel and motel outlets for pricing to that of the point-
of-purchase survey (POPS)—the primary procedure for 
selecting sample stores and other retail establishments 
for the CPI program.10 This survey is conducted by the 
Bureau of the Census for BLS. 

To implement the new methodology for this lodg-
ing component, a hotel/motel category was added to 
the point-of-purchase survey. Many of the outlets 
identified by POPS were not located in the officially 
defined priced primary sampling units (PSUs) or ur-
ban areas, however, and their inclusion necessitated 
greater data collection costs. Nonetheless, because 
such areas are where the POPS households actually 
had lodging expenses, BLS shifted to POPS in order 
to access a more representative and more accurate 
sample for the lodging-while-out-of-town component. 

With the 1987 revision of the overall CPI, the BLS 
gradually began using the POPS data for lodging while 
out of town by increasing yearly the number of pricing 
areas using only POPS data. Thus, no longer were ho-
tels and motels limited to within twenty-five miles of 
the urban areas priced for the CPI, and outlets became 
eligible for the lodging sample regardless of their loca-
tion in the United States. (The cost of lodging in for-
eign destinations by U.S. citizens is not covered in the 
figures gathered.) Pricing is done by telephone if the 
facility is too far away for field agents to visit. 

Using POPS as an outlet source means that ho-
tels/motels in the sample selected now fall primarily in 
tourist areas rather than in large cities, the focus being 
on the cost of lodging at the consumer destination. 
With more of the sample in beach areas, ski resorts, 
ma jo r a t t ract ions , and along interstate h ighways 
throughout the country's key tourist areas, the sample 
better represents actual consumer travel patterns. 

Collection of Hotel/Motel Prices. The lodging-
while-out-of-town component is priced monthly in the 
CPI. The rate sought is the lowest room rate available 

to such individuals, based on current occupancy levels 
on the day of collection. Thus, when occupancy is 
high, the "rack" or published rate may be obtained; 
when business is slow, below-rack rates are collected. 
Substantial seasonal price fluctuations often occur be-
cause many areas are frequented by vacationers pri-
marily during summer and school vacation times. 

Until May 1992 the sample included 152 outlets priced 
for lodging while out of town. These were spread over 
numerous locations reflecting the selected sample for 
each of the eighty-five pricing areas." Necessarily, in 
any given area the sample size was somewhat limited. 
During the period from January 1987 to May 1992 the 
index therefore reflected price movement of a rather 
small sample, subject to volatile seasonal price move-
ments, with prices reflecting the actual occupancy rates 
of each priced outlet. While monthly price changes 
(not seasonally adjusted) would be significantly affect-
ed by the volatile seasonal price movement, the year-
over-year increase would largely reflect the underlying 
price movement in the sample outlets. As of June 1992, 
a new, substantially expanded sample, containing over 
1,000 outlets, was put in place for all areas and will re-
main as the sample of priced outlets for five years. Out-
lets in this sample are also concentrated in vacation 
areas. Nearly 60 percent of the sample outlets are locat-
ed in ten states.12 

Re cent Trends and Explanatory Factors 

Given the behavior of the rental components in the 
1990-92 period, there is some reason for concern about 
whether or not CPI housing components accurately rep-
resent changes in consumer prices, especially consider-
ing the large shares that housing components, and even 
the rent subcomponents alone, have in the CPI. One 
important question is whether these rent components 
have diverged significantly from the prices they are in-
tended to measure, and if so, why? Divergence may 
occur for several reasons. For example, there are times 
(such as during recession) when uncertainty about in-
come gains dramatically reduces home purchases 
while maintaining or even boosting rental demand. In 
addition to income concerns, expectations concerning 
home prices can make home prices and rent diverge: if 
home prices are expected to rise sharply in the future, 
renters may buy now, thereby weakening rents. 

Another question to consider is that of whether the 
divergences are consistent with other economic data. 
In other words, do various economic factors validate 
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the methodology that produces these CPI series? In 
addressing this issue the relative behavior of the over-
all CPI and the residential rent and owners' equivalent 
rent components needs to be examined. 

Residential Rent. Over the 1970s, increases in res-
idential rent steadily accelerated from a 3 percent pace 
early in the decade to a greater than 9 percent rate by 
1980, following much the same path as the overall 
CPI. Similarly, residential rent inflation rates declined 
sharply over the 1980-82 period before undertaking a 
roller-coaster downtrend throughout the rest of the 
1980s and into 1992. During the 1990-91 period, both 
the overall CPI and residential rent component decel-
erated. However, the growth rate in the overall CPI 
slowed much more sharply than the residential rent 
component, as shown in Chart 1. Through mid-1992, 
while the CPI inflation rate leveled off, the residential 
rent rate continued to decelerate. 

At first glance, this pattern is somewhat puzzling 
because other economic indicators suggested that rents 
should have been their weakest in the 1990-91 time 
frame. One might argue that rent should have been af-
fected by the downtrend in inflation expectations as 
much as the overall CPI was. Furthermore, purchased 
homes and rental shelters may be viewed as close sub-
stitutes, so that home prices and rent were expected to 

move together. However, existing home prices were 
weak from 1990 into 1991. New single-family home 
prices were especially low and remained so over a 
longer period, from 1989 to 1992. During the 1990-91 
period, the multifamily sector was still overbuilt, with 
multifamily vacancy rates remaining high. Given the 
recession and the depressed real estate sector, the CPI 
residential rent component and owners' equivalent rent 
series appeared to be out of line with housing market 
conditions. 

From mid-1990 through mid-1991, the overall CPI 
inflation rate fell from over 6 percent to under 4 percent 
(and decelerated even further into 1992). For that peri-
od, residential rent's inflation pace slowed from 4 1/2 
percent to 3 percent. While the rate of inflation was 
lower, the magnitude of deceleration was not as great 
as for the overall CPI. 

There are a number of explanations for this diver-
gence in CPI component trends that do not focus on 
rental pricing. For example, oil price weakness was a 
factor in the overall CPl's greater disinflation. Never-
theless, the divergence of housing costs from general 
index behavior warrants explanation. 

Because owner-occupied housing and rental hous-
ing are substitutes, simple economic theory suggests 
that their prices should move together. An important 

Chart 1 
Total CPI, Residential Rent, and Owners' Equivalent Rent 

Year-Ago 
Percent Change 
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factor in home and rental prices, however, is that a 
home purchase represents more than a purchase of ser-
vices. Rent and housing prices are indeed affected by 
some common elements, but there are also a number 
of factors that affect each independently. 

Rent is generally considered payment for housing 
services (shelter) provided. In contrast, when pur-
chased by an owner-occupant, a home represents both 
a financial investment and the buying of shelter ser-
vices. Home prices are determined by a mix of supply 
and demand for both investment opportunities and for 
the housing services. However, home prices in the 
short run are dominated by relatively fixed supply and 
large swings in demand that are interest rate related. 
Basically, home prices reflect a small percentage of the 
housing stock that is priced infrequently, and rent re-
flects a larger pool of housing units being priced often. 

Because rent and housing prices are not determined 
by exactly the same factors, there is really no reason to 
expect that these prices would always move together in 
lockstep. The major factor tying the two together is the 
housing services portion of the value of a house, sepa-
rate from its investment value. For a number of rea-
sons, this factor does not keep rent changes completely 
in tandem with changes in housing prices. For one 
thing, the consideration of housing as an investment 
cannot be completely separated. The most important 
factor behind the differences, though, is that demand is 
very different for each, yet near-term supply for both is 
relatively fixed. As mentioned above, in times of eco-
nomic uncertainty and high interest rates, buyers tend 
to withdraw from the home market while the market 
for rental housing remains more stable. It is also signif-
icant that there are constraints on consumers in terms 
of freely moving back and forth between renting and 
purchasing homes—the cost considerations of moving, 
for example. An additional factor is that not all renters 
can qualify to purchase a house or have adequate sav-
ings for down payments. 

Rational shifts in households' demand for rental 
housing and purchased housing, caused largely by ex-
pected changes in housing prices, can partly'explain 
near-term divergence in rents and housing prices if 
rental housing is recognized as having a purchase op-
tion. Just as homeowners have a prepayment option 
and can profit when interest rates decline, a renter can 
exercise the option to break a lease and buy a home 
when expected, discounted future home prices signifi-
cantly exceed their current market value. In other 
words, if housing prices were expected to rise more 
rapidly than other asset prices, then renters would be 
more motivated to get out of their lease and purchase a 

home, thereby reducing demand for rental housing and 
weakening rents. On the other hand, if housing prices 
were expected to decline, renters would have incentive 
to defer a home purchase, and such a decision would 
help support the level of rents. 

Finally, another important reason that rent changes 
occur less frequently and with a built-in lag compared 
with changes in prices for houses on the market is that 
rents primarily change when occupancy changes or long-
term leases expire. These differing functions of rental 
and owner-occupied housing suggest that while rent 
and housing prices should be related through their pur-
chase of housing services, it is reasonable that they di-
verge at times. The delay in the rental market's ad-
justment to other forces is understandable given the 
restraints on charging new rents. 

What about the data's indications in terms of how 
closely CPI rental components are related to various 
other economic factors? Many factors affect residential 
rent, home prices being only one; vacancy rates as a 
measure of supply, wages as a measure of demand, and 
the small percentage of turnover in rental markets also 
cause average rents along with the CPI rent series to 
change slowly. The focus here is on whether the move-
ments in residential rent have been consistent with the 
economic factors. A simple statistical model is used to 
see whether these variables explain rent movement and 
whether they confirm or refute the allegation that this 
CPI component is flawed. Charts 2 and 3 show the be-
havior of home prices and vacancy rates relative to 
changes in residential rent. 

The model uses monthly year-ago percent changes 
for residential rent, the dependent variable, as well as 
for median sales prices for existing family homes, one 
of the explanatory variables. The multifamily vacancy 
rate, left unchanged in its simple percentage form, is 
estimated over the January 1970 through December 
1989 period (subsequent months are the ex post fore-
cast period) using the Almon distributed lag technique. 
This technique allows the explanatory variables to af-
fect residential rent CPI gradually rather than all at 
once. With the Almon technique, an independent vari-
able can be entered into the model as a variable spread 
over several periods in the past. Each period adds up to 
form a cumulative impact on the dependent variable.13 

The regression results shown in Table 3 indicate that 
existing home prices and multifamily vacancy rates do 
a fairly good job of explaining changes in the growth 
rate of residential rent CPI. The adjusted R2 is 0.77, and 
the fitted values (the ex post forecast) track this CPI 
component reasonably well. The coefficients of the in-
dependent variables are as expected, with the housing 
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price variables having a positive sign for the sum of the 
lag coefficients while that same sum for the vacancy 
rate is negative. Essentially, this result means that as 
housing prices accelerate, residential rent inflation goes 
up, and as vacancy rates rise, rent inflation declines. 

What does this model suggest about the expecta-
tions for the rate of residential rent increase over the 
1990-92 period given the other variables? As shown in 
Chart 4, the ex post forecast closely tracks actual data 
until late 1991; the actual data are only slightly higher 
than projected over much of the year. But at the end of 
1991, the forecast (the implicit "appropriate" rate of 
increases based on the independent variables) exceeds 
and diverges sharply from the actual. The jump in the 
forecast can be accounted for by the lagged effects of 
sharp increases in housing prices. The residential rent 
CPI was in line with these explanatory variables over 
most of 1990 and 1991 but according to this model was 
too low in early 1992. In early 1992, according to this 
model the lagged effects of 1991 's strong housing prices 
caused by lower interest rates should have kept resi-
dential rent higher than BLS reported. However, while 
the economy was strong enough in the housing market 
to boost home prices temporarily, it was too weak to cre-
ate large rental gains. These higher housing prices raised 
the ex post forecast relative to actual values. 

Owners' Equivalent Rent. Owners ' equivalent 
rent decelerated along the same path as the overall CPI 
from mid-1990 through mid-1991, as seen in Chart 1. 
The OER inflation rate slowed from a 6 percent pace 
to 3 percent within twelve months. In 1992, however, 
the OER inflation rate rose back up to 3 1/2 percent 
and even briefly to almost 4 percent even though hous-
ing price increases slowed in the second half. The key 
question is whether or not the 1992 surge was appro-
priate given the economic conditions, yet the possibili-
ty of problems with the OER index in 1992 cannot be 
separated from the 1990-91 deceleration. Were the OER 
data consistent with economic conditions over both pe-
riods? 

It is inevitable that price index data temporarily di-
verge from fundamentals. Conceptually, implicit rents 
are measured by the movement in fair market rents, 
which can temporarily diverge from changes in prices 
for homes as an asset. Rents can continue to increase 
while house prices fall until vacancy rates and cheaper 
owner-occupied housing restore the equilibrium. Be-
cause OER tracked the overall CPI during the 1990-91 
period, because the overall CPI rate was pulled down 
by the energy component, and because OER should 
not have been as affected by oil price declines given 
that utility bills are separated from rent payments, it is 

Chart 2 
Single-Family Home Prices versus Residential Rent 

Year-over-Year 
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Chart 3 
CP I Residential Rent versus Multifamily Vacancy Rates 
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Chart 4 
CPI Residential Rent, Actual versus Forecast 
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Table 3 
Regression Model for CPI Rent 

Dependent variable: CPI, residential rent, year-ago percent changes 
Regression technique: Almon distributed lag 
Estimation period: 1970M1 -1989M12 

Variable Coefficient Standard Error f-statistic 

Constant 10.1754 0.404999 25.1246 
Dummy Variable -2.97664 0.154941 -19.2115 

R- squared = 0.778510 Number of observations = 240 

/?-bar-squared (Adj for df) = 0.773777 
Log of likelihood function = -270.221 
Durbin-Watson = 0.204517 
Durbin-Watson (4) (0 gaps) = 0.687114 
Sum of squared residuals = 133.567 
Standard error of regression - 0.755512 
Sum of residuals = -0.295053E-11 
Mean of dependent variable - 5.61154 
F-statistic (5, 234) = 1 64.496 
Significance level = 0.000000 

Root mean squared error = 0.742230 
Mean absolute error = 0.571414 
Mean error = -0.1 53197E-01 

Lagged, distributed variable: Existing housing prices, median, year-ago percent changes 
Distributed lag interpretation 

Coefficient Standard Error f-statistic 

0 0.109842E-01 0.797078E-02 1.37806 
-1 0.158062E-01 0.631 781 E-02 2.50185 
-2 0.199891 E-01 0.483425E-02 4.13489 
-3 0.235329E-01 0.353751 E-02 6.65239 
-4 0.264376E-01 0.246890E-02 10.7082 
-5 0.287032E-01 0.1 73120E-02 16.5799 
-6 0.303298E-01 0.149504E-02 20.2869 
-7 0.3131 73E-01 0.1 72046E-02 18.2029 
-8 0.316657E-01 0.211084E-02 15.0015 
-9 0.313750E-01 0.247792E-02 12.6618 

-10 0.304452E-01 0.275045E-02 11.0692 
-11 0.288763E-01 0.290104E-02 9.95379 
-12 0.266684E-01 0.291 764E-02 9.14040 
-13 0.238214E-01 0.279428E-02 8.52504 
-14 0.203353E-01 0.252771 E-02 8.04493 
-15 0.162101 E-01 0.211601 E-02 7.66070 
-16 0.114458E-01 0.155797E-02 7.34662 
-17 0.604244E-02 0.852811E-03 7.08532 

Mean lag = 8.15979 Standard error = 0.602371 
Sum of lag coefficients = 0.413986 Standard error = 0.209571 E-01 
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Lagged, distributed variable: Multifamily vacancy rates 
Distributed lag interpretation 

Coefficient Standard Error f-statistic 

0 0.104941 0.568049E-01 1.84739 
-1 0.371062E-01 0.381561 E-01 0.972484 
-2 -0.199847E-01 0.222058E-01 -0.899977 
-3 -0.663321 E-01 0.946030E-02 -7.01163 
-4 -0.101936 0.595388E-02 -17.1209 
-5 -0.126796 0.126735E-01 -10.0048 
-6 -0.140913 0.1 82749E-01 -7.71073 
-7 -0.144286 0.215356E-01 -6.69992 
-8 -0.136916 0.223071 E-01 -6.13779 
-9 -0.118802 0.205505E-01 -5.78100 

-10 -0.899452E-01 0.1 6251 0E-01 -5.53473 
-11 -0.503443E-01 0.940205E-02 -5.35461 

Mean absolute lag = 5.96596 Standard error = Undefined 
Sum of lag coefficients = -0.854210 Standard error = 0.476799E-01 

appropriate to question whether the OER deceleration 
in 1991 was excessive. Or perhaps the 1992 acceleration 
was an offset to excessive weakness in 1991. Were the 
1992 data simply flawed, or was there an unexpect-
ed lag in the economic conditions further influencing 
OER? In examining these questions, a very basic prob-
lem surfaces in terms of validating the OER series: the 
index has existed in its present form only since 1983, 
and there are fewer observations than for residential 
rent. Importantly, over the 1984-92 period little varia-
tion occurred in the year-ago percent changes until 
1990. With so little variation, any number of possible 
independent variables in the same model would work 
equally well—or equally poorly.14 Essentially, there are 
too few observations to properly model and evaluate 
OER against other variables. 

Interestingly, both residential rent and OER fore-
casts derived from the models predicted inflation rates 
higher than actual over the period of concern. This re-
sult occurred despite some expectation that the explana-
tory variables would forecast lower inflation rates than 
BLS reported. 

Lodging While Out of Town. For the most part, 
the lodging-while-out-of-town component has closely 
tracked the overall CPI. Over the 1980s, there were a 
number of spikes in the data, but these generally repre-
sented rate increases being phased in during the off-
season. Seasonal factors, which anticipated seasonal 
declines when rates might have actually been flat, 

boosted the seasonally adjusted numbers. However, 
the cause behind the very large increases for this CPI 
component in 1990 and into 1992 is different from the 
demand factors causing the rate of increases in previ-
ous years (although the large gains probably were also 
exaggerated by seasonal factors). 

Starting in August 1990, the twelve-month change 
of the lodging-while-out-of-town component jumped 
from 7.3 percent in July to 13.4 percent in August. 
The twelve-month changes remained in double digits 
through October 1991, reaching a high of 21.4 percent 
for January 1991. These unexpectedly large increases 
resulted from the shift by U.S. vacationers from inter-
national to domestic travel because of crisis abroad as-
sociated with the Gulf War. This shift in demand to 
domestic vacation areas, particularly to popular U.S. 
vacation areas where many of the POPs outlets are lo-
cated, led to higher prices in these locations while 
leaving hotel rates little changed in business district 
locations. 

Importantly, as pointed out earlier, the BLS shifted 
the geographic coverage for the hotel/motel series in 
1987 toward measuring rates at resort and vacation-
location hotels and motels. Also, over the 1990-91 off-
season, rates were raised and the increases were mag-
nified by seasonal factors. However, the hotel/motel 
CPI was out of line with some industry statistics. 

For comparison purposes, industry data for this study 
were obtained from Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting 
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in San Francisco, California. Annual averages were 
available for both the overall hotel industry and for the 
narrower resort segment of the industry.15 Indeed, ho-
tel rates for the overall hotel industry were weak in 
1989 and even declining in 1990 (see Chart 5). These 
figures include corporate rates, however, as well as 
pleasure rates and rates for hotels away from vacation 
areas and resort areas. In contrast, fees at resort hotels 
posted sizable increases in 1989 and in 1990, with a 
more moderate rise in 1991. These figures corroborate 
the surge in the hotel/motel CPI as being caused pri-
marily by the change in geographic coverage. Taking 
into account that the Pannell Kerr Forster data for re-
sort hotels captured rate increases a year earlier than 
the BLS data, probably because of differing calcula-
tion methods, this CPI component has been consistent 
with the appropriate, narrowly defined, industry data.16 

Essentially, this CPI series never measured rates for 
the overall hotel industry and currently should not be 
construed as doing so. 

Conclusion 

Though there have been serious attempts to make 
them straightforward measures of the costs of housing 
services, both OER and residential rent in the CPI im-
plicitly contain prices of services other than shelter. 
Each series is affected by consumer behavior in re-
sponse to current income, expected income, and cur-
rent and expected prices for shelter alternatives— 
owned and rented. This consumer behavior limits the 
tightness of the relationship of OER and residential 
rent over time and causes each to behave in ways that 
are inconsistent with analysis based purely on their 
shelter functions. 

Nevertheless, despite concerns to the contrary, move-
ment in CPI rental components f rom 1990 to 1992 
were not inconsistent with shelter-related economic da-
ta. After taking into account appropriate lag times, the 
CPI for residential rent (tenant-occupied) was strongly 

Chart 5 
Hotel and Motel, CPI versus Industry Estimates 

Annual Average 
Percent Change 
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Source: Data on "total hotels" and "resort hotels" are from Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting, San Francisco. 
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correlated with housing prices and multifamily vacan-
cy rates over the same period. Although owners' equiv-
alent rent was at best weakly correlated with these vari-
ables, an understanding of the index's methodology 
suggests that one should not expect such relationships 
to be tight. Owners' equivalent rent did lag residential 
rent over the 1990-92 period in the same manner in 
which it had over the 1983-1989 period. Given that the 
current OER series is relatively new, it is too soon to con-
clude on a statistical basis whether or not its methodol-
ogy is consistent with shelter-related economic data. 
Finally, OER and RR cannot be expected always to 
move together because each series is based on different 
types of structures. 

The hotel/motel CPI component no longer has ear-
lier geographic restrictions, with the result that this 
component primarily tracks consumer hotel/motel 
rates in key resort areas. This newly defined hotel/mo-
tel component has been consistent with narrowly (but 
appropriately) defined industry data on rates at resort 
areas. It is with overall rates for hotels during the 1989-
91 period that there is an apparent discrepancy. Such a 
broad comparison, however, is not appropriate for cri-
tiquing the methodology of this price index for con-
sumers. Taking into account changes in methodology, 
the movement in residential rent and in the hotel/motel 
CPI is readily explainable by economic conditions. 

N o t e s 

l .See , for example, Wallich and Corcoran (1989), Davies 
(1992), and Madigan (1991). 

2. Pollin and Stone (1991) and Madigan (1991) discuss the ba-
sis for these concerns. 

3. Lodging while at school is the final rental component in the 
CPI, but it has a very small weight in the CPI and is not dis-
cussed in this article. 

4. This article examines data from the all-urban index (CPI-
U), which covers a broader population base than the CPI for 
urban wage earners and clerical workers (CPI-W). The all-
urban data are more closely followed. 

5. The 1982-84 period is used as the base period because of 
timing factors involved in meeting the deadline for a Decem-
ber 1986 revision for the CPI. Three years of CES data are 
needed to derive the component weights, and the 1982-84 
data were the most recently processed CES data available. 

6. Component weights and relative importance are different 
concepts. Weights refer to base-year shares of components 
in the CPI—essentially the fixed real (inflation-adjusted) 
amounts of a good or service in the market basket in the 
base year. Relative importance reflects the share by expen-
ditures for a component of the CPI in any given period as 
component price changes diverge. The relative importance 
of components with inflation rates that are higher than the 
average rises over time. Their share in the index expands 
because of relative price changes over time, not because of 
any change in the base-year weight. Weights are changed 
only when the CPI is redefined, but relative importance 
changes whenever prices for components change at differ-
ent rates. 

7. From 1953 to 1983 the shelter component was based on the 
cost of purchasing housing and included a mortgage rale 
component. The shelter component—and, it can even be ar-
gued, the overall CPI—is essentially a new series starting in 
1983 because of these changes in definition. 

8. Price changes for these costs appear in separate CPI series. 

9. Selection was based on an outlet's probability of being se-
lected, which is proportional to its number of rooms. 

10. It may be helpful to provide an overview of the various sur-
veys used as inputs into the CPI. (1) The Consumer Expendi-
ture Survey is used to determine expenditure weights for CPI 
components. (2) The Continuing Point-of-Purchase Survey 
(CPOPS, or POPS) is used to determine which outlets are to 
be priced. (3) The CPI survey actually selects and prices the 
goods and services. (4) Housing units are selected from in-
formation provided by the 1980 Census, combined with an 
on-going new construction permit sample. 

The point-of-purchase survey is a household interview 
survey conducted to obtain the names and addresses of out-
lets by defined categories of purchase. The survey also ob-
tains the amount of the household 's expenditure at each 
outlet for each purchase category. By category, outlets are 
selected for pricing using probability proportional to the re-
ported expenditure. 

11. Samples reflect priced outlets as of February 1992. Actual 
outlets priced vary, as one-fifth of the pricing areas have 
their samples reselected each year. The states accounting for 
the largest number of outlets for the samples used to mea-
sure price movement through May 1992 and their percent-
age of the sample are as follows: Florida, 17.3; California, 
7.7; South Carolina, 5.6; Virginia, 5.2: Hawaii, 4.8; Nevada, 
4.8; Illinois, 3.6; New York, 3.2; North Carolina, 3.2; and 
Washington, 2.8. 

12. The ten states and their percentages are Florida, 19.2; Cali-
fornia, 10.7; Nevada, 5.4; Hawaii , 4.6; New York, 3.8; 
Texas, 3.7; Virginia, 3.2; North Carolina, 3.1; South Caroli-
na, 3.1; and Tennessee, 3.0. This expanded sample obvious-
ly differs somewhat f rom the pre-June 1992 sample and 
could be responsible for a portion of any change in behavior 
in this CPI series. 

13. After some experimentation with the lag structure, the price 
variable coefficients were estimated with a second-order 
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polynomial distribution for the lag coefficients and a lag pe-
riod of eighteen months, including the contemporaneous 
month. The order of polynomial distribution refers to the 
shape of the constraint on the coefficients of the lagged 
variable. An n order polynomial distribution has n - 1 in-
flection points, and so the second-order constraint means 
that the coefficients follow a simple rising and falling curve. 
The vacancy rate variable also was assigned a second-order 
polynomial structure but with a lag length of twelve months. 
Also, because of an apparent shift in the relationship be-
tween CPI residential rent and home prices, a dummy vari-
able was introduced into the model. 

The dummy variable is set to 1 for the January 1970 
through December 1980 period and is set to 0 for all subse-
quent months. Over the earlier period, growth in home 
prices was consistently higher than for residential rent. 
Thereafter, the two inflation rates are much closer. It is un-
known what causes this apparent and sharp shift in home 
price trends relative to residential rent CPI. The discontinu-
ity could reflect any type of factor, ranging from demo-
graphics to changes in financial regulations. The dummy 
variable is added to the model solely for the purpose of let-
ting the more recent data (post-1980) have more impact on 
the forecast period. Adding the dummy variable to the mod-
el reduces the importance (magnitude) of the constant term 
and allows the coefficient of the other variables to play larg-
er roles in the forecast. However, leaving the dummy vari-
able out does not affect the implications of the model. The 
goodness of fit is lowered only modestly. 

14. In fact, over the 1984-89 period, there is such limited varia-
tion in the dependent variable that the independent variables 
in a regression (not shown) using housing prices and vacan-
cy rates have the wrong sign (also indicating some multi-
collinearity problems). Extending the regression estimation 
period through 1991 increases the variation in the dependent 
variable and gives more reasonable results for the coefficients. 
However, these variables do little to explain movement in 
owners' equivalent rent. The adjusted R2 is low at 0.17. 

15. Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting surveys hotels in the Unit-
ed States for a variety of information, including hotel char-
acteristics, accommodat ions , revenues, and room rates. 
Questionnaires are sent to management companies, owners, 
and operators. Pannell Kerr Forster regional offices compile 
the statistics and forward them to the San Francisco office. 
Respondents classify themselves according to a number of 
hotel categories: conference center, resort hotel, full-service 
hotel, limited-service hotel, suite hotel, and convention ho-
tel. Pannell Kerr Forster defines a resort hotel as a hotel, 
usually in a suburban or isolated rural location, with special 
recreational facilities to attract pleasure-seeking guests. The 
survey sample covers roughly 1,000-1,200 hotels, with 
about eighty classified as resort hotels. The quotes for ho-
tels overall and for resort hotels are average daily rates per 
occupicd room. Pannell Kerr Forster does not hold constant 
the type of room. 

16. Pannell Kerr Forster data are based on yearly revenues di-
vided by rooms. BLS figures are derived from averages of 
separate monthly estimates. 
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J^eview Essay 

Capital Ideas: 
The Improbable Origins of 

Modern Wall Street 

by Peter L. Bernstein. 
New York: The Free Press, 1992. 

340 pages. $24.95. 

Thomas J. Cunningham 

M o you beat the market? William Sharpe, who would eventually 
K • win the Nobel prize in economics for work centered on this 

t M very question, asked the question in the mid-1960s over lunch 
m with Peter Bernstein, a mutual-fund manager. Bernstein talked 

• about his performance relative to other fund managers and the 
Dow. Sharpe interrupted, asking again, "But do you beat the market?" 

At the time, it was tough to tell. No one had ever really asked the ques-
tion before. "The market" was an ill-defined term, and its return was not 
well measured. Bernstein may have beaten the Dow, but Sharpe was more 
interested in the total return from a very broad market, not just the price ap-
preciation of an index of a small, albeit well-known, number of stocks. 

Things have changed. Finance, in both theory and practice, has under-
gone a spectacular transformation in a relatively short and recent period. 
Peter Bernstein traces the history of finance and finance theory—essentially 
the last thirty years—in Capital Ideas: The Improbable Origins of Modern 
Wall Street. 

Although any historical account, particularly one of ideas, is bound to re-
flect the personal experiences and prejudices of its author, the chronicle of 
financial theory and innovation in Capital Ideas is, in large measure, a re-
counting of the author's personal experience. Bernstein, who is acquainted 

The reviewer is the research 
officer in charge of the 

regional section of the Atlanta 
Fed's research department. 
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with both the theoretical and applied sides of finance the-
ory, has been in and around financial markets through-
out his adult life. He did not need to second-guess the 
intent of the historical figures in his narrative; he sim-
ply talked to them. Despite this personal perspective, 
his prose at times seems aimed a bit too high for the 
general public. Those with an interest or experience in 
finance, however, are likely to find a large part of the 
book informative and interesting. 

The text is divided into six parts: The single-chapter 
introduction and conclusion bracket four multichapter 
sections that develop specific topics. Within each sec-
tion and from section to section, topics are treated 
more or less chronologically. 

Cowles and the Efficient Markets Idea 

Bernstein begins his history of finance theory with 
a simple explanation of the efficient markets idea— 
that is, why excess stock returns are unforecastable. 
While this theory now seems innocuous, early (and 
even not so early) in this century the proposition an-
noyed many employed in financial markets, especially 
those who made their living as investment advisors. 

The first discrete character in Bernstein's historical 
narrative is Alfred Cowles, who set out in the 1930s to 
see how well investment advisors actually predicted 
market performance over time, something that had 
never been done before. The effort proved problemat-
ic: tracking several thousand recommendations made 
by selected investment firms and advisors and compar-
ing their performance against that of the market as a 
whole was a straightforward but mammoth task. 

Two things came of Cowles's efforts: first, the Cowles 
Foundation, which he established to promote the ef-
forts of scholars interested in combining economics 
and statistics; second, his results, which showed that, 
over the period examined, the best investment advisor 
selected stocks whose yields were about half as much 
as the market as a whole. Not surprisingly, these re-
sults were not warmly received by the investment ad-
visor community. 

7Tie Risk Reward Trade-Off 

Bernstein next focuses on the idea of the trade-off 
between risk (which Cowles did not consider) and re-
ward and the appropriate way to measure each. He al-

so offers some personal insight into how these ideas 
were accepted—or, early in the process, vigorously re-
sisted—by portfolio managers. 

Even though Cowles's work was widely available, lit-
tle came of it for two decades, in part, Bernstein argues, 
because finance had not developed as an academic 
discipline. Bernstein illustrates this point with a story 
about the work of Harry Markowitz. When Markowitz 
(an eventual Nobel laureate) defended his doctoral dis-
sertation on portfolio selection at the University of 
Chicago in 1952, faculty committee member Milton 
Friedman (another future laureate), said, " 'Harry, I 
don't see anything wrong with the math here, but I 
have a problem. This isn't a dissertation in economics, 
and we can't give you a Ph.D. in economics for a dis-
sertation that's not economics. It's not math, it's not 
economics, it's not even business administration.'" The 
committee did, however, come around. 

Markowitz's contribution to finance, in a gross sim-
plification, was to show that risk in a portfolio can be 
contained through diversification: though each indi-
vidual asset in the portfolio may be risky, the risks 
need not be correlated among the assets. Thus, a diver-
sified set of assets may jointly be less risky than the 
assets in the portfolio taken individually. 

The idea of portfolio diversification was further de-
veloped by James Tobin, who took over the Cowles 
Foundation and moved it to Yale. In a 1958 article that 
was ultimately central to his winning the Nobel prize, 
Tobin emphasized portfolio diversification across a va-
riety of different types of assets as the appropriate re-
sponse to risk. That is, diversifying with a variety of 
risky assets may reduce a portfolio's combined risk. 
Tobin's work still serves as a standard of the finance 
literature. Bernstein shows how far removed the theo-
retical side of finance was from the practical applica-
tion when he reports Tobin as saying, " 'I am unique in 
that no real world financial enterprise has ever asked 
me for any advice whatsoever.'" 

This section of Capital Ideas concludes with a 
chapter focusing on William Sharpe, whose question 
at the beginning of this essay originally challenged 
Bernstein. In 1964 Sharpe developed the empirics be-
hind the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). The 
model formalizes the risk-reward trade-off by claim-
ing that returns to assets should be a function of risk as 
measured by, in Sharpe's work, their relative volatility. 
Of course, recently, single-explanatory-variable mod-
els of almost anything, asset returns in particular, have 
fallen out of favor. Sharpe's work, however, would en-
able investment professionals like Bernstein eventually 
to answer the question, Do you beat the market? in a 
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more systematic (risk-adjusted) way than did the sim-
pler work of Cowles. 

To measure just what "the market" was doing, 
Sharpe undertook a comprehensive accounting of re-
turns to broad measures of securi t ies markets , a 
formidable task in the 1960s environment of limited 
data bases and slow, expensive computers. Sharpe's 
work was similar to Cowles's not only in the size of 
the task but also in its results: Professional investment 
managers systematically underperformed the market 
as a whole. One could outperform investment profes-
sionals simply by buying "the market" and holding on. 
Bernstein argues that such results partly account for 
the problem in having academic work in finance ac-
cepted in the professional investment management 
community. 

Technical Analysts versus 
Efficient Markets Gurus 

In the book's third section Bernstein develops the 
efficient markets ideas in the area of stocks' price be-
havior and the particular notions of their apparently 
random character. He starts with a discussion of the ini-
tial questions raised about the foundations of technical 
analysis, which identifies patterns emerging from price 
behavior (typically of stocks or commodities) and tries 
to match the current patterns with those of the past to 
predict the future. What are now called efficient mar-
kets theorists, however, see a kind of catch-22 problem 
in technical as well as fundamental analysis; if one 
were truly able to discern tomorrow's price from past 
patterns, then, in hopes of making a profit, one would 
today bid the price of a stock up or down to tomorrow's 
price. That is, if tomorrow's price is known for certain, 
today's price will move to match, eliminating the po-
tential certain profits. In short, technical market analy-
sis and the efficient markets theory do not mix. 

The initial attacks on technical analysis, however, 
came not from the financial theorists but from applied 
statisticians. In any random behavior, they argued, one 
can, after the fact, discern certain patterns. Inevitably, 
these patterns will repeat, but any apparent trend is il-
lusory. Such repetition is no different from any ran-
dom process observed closely and over a long enough 
period. In a truly random process, a "technical ana-
lyst" will be able to call the next day correctly about 
half the time; so, over time, might a coin. 

Paul Samuelson, the first American Nobel laureate 
in economics, practiced his beliefs in a buy-and-hold 

strategy during his many years as a trustee and mem-
ber of the finance committee of the College Retire-
ment Equities Fund, a large pension fund for college 
teachers. Samuelson, firmly in the efficient-markets 
camp, did not think portfolio managers performed any 
real service. In an article in the inaugural, fall 1974 is-
sue of the Journal of Portfolio Management (of which 
Bernstein was the founder and first editor) Samuelson 
expressed his scorn for portfolio managers: 

They also serve who only sit and hold; but I suppose 
the fees to be earned by such sensible and prosaic be-
havior are less than f rom essaying to give it that old 
post-college t r y . . . . 

But a respect for evidence compels m e to incline 
toward the hypothes is that most por t fo l io decis ion-
makers should go out of business—take u p plumbing, 
teach Greek, or help produce the annual G N P by serv-
ing as corpora te execu t ives . Even if this adv ice to 
drop dead is good advice, it obviously is not counsel 
that will be eagerly fol lowed. Few people will com-
mit suicide without a push. 

The section concludes with a chapter on Eugene 
Fama, whom I think of as the current dean of the effi-
cient markets theorists. Fama's work beginning in the 
mid-1960s led to the now-prevalent view of the effi-
cient markets literature that news—surprising news— 
is the primary factor responsible for moving securities 
prices. Securities analysis may have a role in gathering 
and disseminating information, and without this activi-
ty markets may not be as efficient as they otherwise 
would be. The possibility of gaining anything other than 
a short-term advantage from such analysis, though, ei-
ther in information or some clever trading strategy, is 
remote.1 

A Class in Corporate Finance 

The fourth section of Capital Ideas discusses the 
development of what are now some of the basics of 
standard corporate finance classes. While most of the 
section looks at finance from the buyer's side (how to 
structure portfolios) the first chapter of the section 
considers the security seller's perspective—how should 
a corporation finance itself? On the corporate side, 
probably the most startling theoretical innovation to 
come from finance is the Modigliani-Miller theorem, 
developed in 1958. Modigliani and Miller (Nobel lau-
reates both, though separately) asked whether the 
structuring of a company's balance sheet—that is, 
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whether the company finances itself by selling debt 
(borrowing) or selling equity (stock)—matters. The 
Modigliani-Miller theorem answers the question nega-
tively; whether financing comes from debt or equity is 
irrelevant for the firm's owners. The project to be fi-
nanced will have some payoff to the current stockhold-
ers whether they have split that payoff with additional 
stockholders or additional bondholders. Institutional 
complications (for example, tax considerations) may 
lead current equity owners to prefer one means of fi-
nancing to another, but without these frictions the 
choice of issuing equity or debt is a toss-up. If the 
overall project is worthwhile, the market will increase 
its valuation of the company. 

The remaining chapters in the section, in a return to 
the financial market perspective, discuss a generaliza-
tion of the capital asset pricing model and options 
pricing models. The chief problem with the CAPM, as 
noted above, is that it relies on a single-factor risk to 
explain asset returns. Arbitrage pricing theory, devel-
oped in 1976 by Stephen Ross, extends the CAPM to 
include a variety of a given security's attributes as fac-
tors that can explain its return. Finally, Bernstein de-
scribes the development, in 1973, of the Black-Scholes 
model—which explains an option's price as a function 
of the underlying stock's price, volatility, the rate of 
interest, and the time to expiration of the option—and 
the growth of its acceptance. 

From Academe to Application 

By this point in the book, the reader is well up on cur-
rent finance and events. Black-Scholes calculations are 
routinely performed in real time on exchange floors. 
Buy-and-hold is a recognized and valued investment 
strategy. Indexes and technical data services that show 
how various market measures are performing over time 
have proliferated. Financial theory has found its way 
into the practice of finance, and now it is time for the 
financial theorists to follow. Bernstein describes this 
process in the book's final topical section, titled "From 
Gown to Town." 

The section's first chapter discusses Wells Fargo 
Bank's entry into index funds in 1971. (Banks are not 
now permitted to offer this sort of security.) The bank's 
strategy was to combine the "best," most diverse port-
folio to be had (the market as a whole) with the "best" 
management strategy (buy-and-hold). By any standard 
of fund performance, Wells Fargo did quite well with 
this plan. Strategists at Wells Fargo brought together 

financial academics and combined them with computers 
and money to create index funds through which in-
vestors could participate in the returns associated with 
financial markets indexes. This venture, detailed by 
Bernstein, was a triumph for Wells Fargo, which at the 
time took a considerable risk, and for financial theory 
and theorists. Whatever resistance the traditional finance 
community retained toward employing academics large-
ly came to an end. 

Nowadays theoretical and practical innovation is 
the rule. Two of the more visible recent innovations 
are program trading—that is, doing extensive market 
price data analysis to find small price "discrepancies" 
and trading on them—and portfolio insurance. Bern-
stein discusses these developments in the second and 
third chapters in the section. 

The chapter on portfolio insurance is the most inter-
esting in the book. Bernstein's personal experience al-
lows him to discuss the development of portfol io 
insurance from both a practitioner's and a theoreti-
cian's viewpoint. Portfolio insurance involves trading 
in both the actual assets and their futures in a specified 
manner to protect ("insure") the portfolio from large 
changes in value. The opening of futures markets for 
major stock indexes went a long way toward making 
portfolio insurance-type trading practical. The down-
side of such trading was the possibility of a disruption 
like the market crash of October 1987. Without assign-
ing blame to portfolio insurance, Bernstein gives a 
thoughtful discussion of the resulting Brady Commis-
sion report. Whether or not it caused the crash, portfo-
lio insurance certainly suffered because of that event. 
The breakdown in the relationship between equity 
market prices and futures market prices led portfolio 
insurance trading to fail under exactly the sort of condi-
tions that many portfolio insurance clients had hoped 
to protect themselves against. 

Conclusion 

The final chapter contains an overview and conjec-
tures about the future. Bernstein concludes that the 
revolution in finance, while dramatic, is not complete. 
Ever more efficient, competitive, and innovative mar-
kets will make everyone better off. 

Bernstein does not discuss current developments affil-
iated with the ideas he has traced throughout the book. 
Efficient markets theory is being questioned from a 
number of different perspectives. New financial instru-
ments (such as interest rate swaps and derivatives), all 
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with unique and sometimes not well understood risk 
characteristics, are proliferating. Bernstein is probably 
wise, in a book about the origins of finance theory, to 
ignore current problems and developments that he had 
not explored earlier in the text. A conclusion with too 
many open-ended issues would have detracted from the 
historical tone the author established. 

Overall, Capital Ideas is an interesting history of fi-
nance, but the subtitle, The Improbable Origins of 
Modern Wall Street, hints at more than the text deliv-
ers. Applying statistical techniques to financial data 
strikes me as more of a probable than improbable path 
of intellectual development. Acknowledging that the 
origins of financial theory are not startling does not, 

1. Interestingly, Fama has also done some work leading the 
questioning of the efficient markets hypothesis; see David N. 
DeJong and Charles H. Whiteman, "More Unsettling Evi-

however, indicate that the recounting of the theory's 
development or implications is uninteresting. Quite the 
contrary, Bernstein has produced a readable and enter-
taining text. Finance professors who devised radically 
new trading strategies because "lifestyles were in dan-
ger and it was time for an invention" are bound to 
make interesting subjects. 

My one quibble is that Bernstein perhaps tries to 
reach too broad an audience. It is unlikely that many, 
outside of academics and finance professionals, will 
be drawn to the subject. Within the finance communi-
ty, however, many will find Capital Ideas interesting, 
but they may have benefited more from a technically 
oriented presentation. 

Note 

dence on the Perfect Markets Hypothesis," Federal Reserve 
Bank of Atlanta Economic Review 77 (November/December 
1992): 1-13. 
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